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OVERVIEW OF THE CENSUS BUIrliU

THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 1385

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CENSUS AND POPULATION,

COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee rr..ct, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in room
311, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Robert Garcia (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr GARCIA. I would like to take this opportunity to welcome ev-
erybody to the hearing of the Census and Population Subcommittee
on the oversight of the Census Bureau.

Today 7,re are going to focus on two areas of the Census Bureau's
activities: The 1990 decennial census and the evaluation of noncash
benefits in measurement of income. The 1990 decennial census
should not be a census of lost opportunities. We must ensure that
decisions of the 1990 census are made and the plans carried out in
a timely manner.

Since the 1980 decennial census, there have been tremendous ad-
vancements in technology. So that the 1990 census would be an ef-
ficient and cost-effective as possible, the Bureau should take advan-
tage of these technological advances. The 1:)90 census must also be
representative of our country's total population and especially of
the minority population which, over the y^a.-s, has been dispropor-
tionately undercounted.

The data from the decennial census make up the statistical foun-
dation for public policymaking from local to national levus; there-
fore, it is crucial that the Bureau undertake the 1990 decennial
census in the best way possible.

Another topic of paramount importance which we will be ad-
dressing today is the evaluation of noncash benefits in measuring
income According to the current methods used by the Census
Bureau, the poverty rate would be significantly reduced if the
value of noncash benefits is included in the income measurement.

This means that many of those that are considered poor today
will not be poor tomorrow, even though there is no improvement in
their quality of life. I represent what the Bureau, the Census
Bureau, has determined to be the poorest congressional district in
the country, and I am gravely concerned with the ramifications of
the reevaluation of noncash benefits as income and its conse-
quences.

I hope that we can establish a clear understanding of this today.
With that, I would now like to ask my colleague, Mr. John

Myers, if there is any opening statement he would like to make.
(1)
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Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, no, I have no opening statement, but
just welcome the witnesses here. It is a very important issue we
have before this subcommittee today and we do appreciate the
expert witnesses we have, both our colleague, Mr. Matsui, as well
as the professional witnesses here as well. We are looking forward
to your testimony.

Thank you.
Mr. GARCIA. With that, allow me to introduce my colleague from

the State of California, a member of the Ways and Means Commit-
tee, who has been concerned over the years on the reevaluation of
noncash benefits, who has asked to testify to-lay. He has been a
leader on this issue and I am delighted to invite Congressman
Matsui of California to meet us today.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT T. MATSUI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Myers.
I am pleased to participate today in this hearing on the Census

Bureau activities in the 1990 census. I am particularly pleased that
this hearing will allow us the opportunity to discuss formally the
evaluation of noncash benefits, especially in light of the fact that
the Census Bureau is in the planning stages for the 1990 census.

I commend you, Chairman Garcia, and Mr. Myers and other
members of this subcommittee for your commitment to bringing
the issue surrounding poverty measurements to the attention of
the Congress and the American public.

I have two major concerns that I would like to share with the
subcommittee in our discussion on the issue of poverty in America:
One, what definition should be used to reflect accurately the extent
of poverty in America today; second, and equally important, I am
concerned that this administration will continue in its efforts to
shield from the American people the true level of poverty in Amer-
ica.

First and foremost, how do we determine what constitutes pover-
ty in America? It has now been some 20 years since we developed
the Social Security Administration's crude index of poverty, which
eventually became the official U.S. statistical definition that we
now use. Yet, today, the same questions prevail; "Can poverty be
actually measured? By what standards do we determine just how
many poor people live in America today? Who should determine
those standards?"

For a number of years, the method used by the Census Bureau to
determine who is poor has been the subject of growing debate.
Many critics argue that poverty th7esholds are based on outmoded
data which only estimate minimum food requirements for a fami-
ly's survival. Such needs as clothing, shelter and medical care are
not directly assessed.

Many others believe that the threshold should be based upon
after-tax income and still others contend that in-kind benefits, such
as food stamps, medical benefits and others, should be counted as
income available to the poor.

Our current Federal poverty measure was developed in the
1960's as a standard on what is needed to get by, rather than as a
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measure on how well off a person is compared to the average.
Clearly, our economy and our society as a whole have changed
drastically since President Johnson first embarked on the "war on
poverty" some 20 years ago. Consequently, there are a number of
difficulties that exist with the current method of measuring pover-
ty, including how the minimum thresholds are set, the treatment
of taxes, and the exclusion or inclusion of in-kind benefits from
income.

Moreover, the question of the inclusion of in-kind benefits in the
broader definition of income raises the question of the appropriate-
ness of altering the poverty threshold to reflect more of what the
real poverty level is.

While all of these problems are equally important, the great ex-
pansion of noncash benefits, such as medical care, food and shelter
since 1965, has prompted the Congress to focus on the issue of the
evaluation of these noncash benefits. At the request of Congress in
1980, the Census Bureau has proposed three different methodolo-
gies of quantifying their value. Market values. which considers the
value of noi.cash benefits to be equal in cash to the private market
purchasing power that would be needed to buy the same good and
services that are consumed; Recipient values: which employs the
concept of the beneficiary's own valuation of the benefits, and Pov-
erty Budget Share Method, which limits benefit values to the ob-
served consumption level or people near the poverty line. The
manner in which the value of noncash benefits is represented de-
pends heavily upon the purpose for which the poverty index is used
and the way it is interpreted.

The index is used to determine the distribution of funding ofFed-
eral programs, setting eligibility requirements for basic needs-
tested public assistance programs as the primary measure of the
Nation's welfare.

Therefore, any redetermination of what the poverty index is or
how it should be measured will have a very serious wide-range
ramification on the Nation as a whole.

Let me illustrate. At the request of Congress, the Census Bureau
has proposed three different methodologies of quantifying the value
of noncash benefits. Depending upon which of these methods is
used and which noncash benefits are included in the definition, the
GAO estimates that the overall poverty rate in 1979 falls from a
rate of 11.1 percent to as low as 6.4 percent. That is, the poverty
rate declines by as much as 42 percent when the market value of
noncash benefits is considered, depending upon which three meth-
ods you would use.

When the poverty budget share and recipient value methods are
used, the poverty rate declines from 20 percent and 26 percent, re-
spectively. Furthermore, although the GAO has revealed that there
are a number of areas where the procedures used for each evalua-
tion technique may be subject to technical error and that these
may have a considerable distorting influence on poverty indicators
and rates, the Census Bureau-proposed methods are currently
being used by policy analysts.

Clearly, these methodologies proposed by the Census Bureau rep-
resent a nuts-and-shell game that gamble with our Nation's most
vulnerable segment of society, that is, the poor.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, this leads me
to the second and perhaps most important concern that I raise. I
believe this administration is attempting to wave the magic wand
to make some 34 million Americans that are poor disappear. The
administration is attempting to deceive the American public of the
facts surrounding the extent of poverty in our Nation today. Time
and time again, we have played political football with the adminis-
tration as they attempt to redefine poverty in the United States
under their own rules.

For example, in 1983, Dave Stockman testified before our Ways
and Means Committee that the number of poor people in the
United States was actually less than two-thirds of the officially re-
ported figure presented by the Census Bureau, rejecting the reports
of the Census Bureau that poverty was 14.4 percent, the highest
level since the start of Johnson's antipoverty campaign. Mr. Stock-
man insisted that the actual rate was only 3.7 percent under the
administration's definition of poverty, which would count govern-
ment benefits as income.

I would like to share with the subcommittee what would be con-
sidered as above the poverty income under such definition. Under
Mr. Stockman's and the administration's approach, Medicaid and
Medicare are given so high a dollar value that some elderly per-
sons have no cash income whatsoever and they would rise above
the poverty line simply because they possess a Medicaid card. In
other words, a Medicaid card is considered to have a monetary
value greater than the poverty line, so that some elderly persons
with Medicaid coverage are not considered to be poor, even if they
are penniless and destitute.

Clearly, such a definition of poverty defies logic and common
sense, yet this is the definition that Mr. Stockman used when he
argued that the official poverty count substantially exaggerates the
actual number of Americans that would be considered poor.

It is evident that instead of trying to resolve the problem of pov-
erty in our country through strengthening the social safety net, the
administration has time and time again indicated its desire to
devise new statistical measures to hide the undiminished needs of
the poor. Indeed, Mr. Stockman told us on the Ways and Means
Committee at that same hearing, and I quote: "We are marching
forward as a society to reduce the degree of poverty if we measure
it correctly." That is an exact quote in his testimony.

I fear that the American public is being misled by this Pied
Piper approach.

Again, this attempt to redefine the definition of poverty was il-
lustrated during an oversight hearing last year. Last year, the
Census Bureau announced that at the request of the administra-
tion, a panel of eight expert economists had been chosen by the
Office of Management and Budget to review the Bureau's work on
poverty measurement and to take technical recommendations on
how to calculate noncash benefits in determining the poverty rate.

This panel of eight experts was asked to review only those types
of measures, such as in-kind benefits, which statistically decrease
the number of poor. No thought was given to evaluating alterna-
tive poverty measures, like using after-tax income or increasing the
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poverty thresholds which would reveal an increase in the number
of poor Americans.

More importantly, this session was to be closed to the public and
no outside input by Congress or interested parties was to be per-
mitted. It was only after I wrote the Census Bureau, urging them
to open the meeting, arranged for neatly 60 of our colleagues to
sign a subsequent "Dear Colleague" letter, which we sent to the
Census Bureau, and joined in a lawsuit asking the court to direct
the Bureau to open the meeting, that this session was finallysan-E celed.

Certainly the importance of this issue and its vital economic and
moral impact deserves the attention of more than just eight indi-
viduals in a closed meeting. It is my view that the questions con-
cerning poverty income and how to measure them are too impor-
tant to take place outside the public's view. Such discussion must
occur in an open forum with adequate opportunity for all interest-
ed parties to comment and provide their respective positions on the
issues.

The Census Bureau has tentatively scheduled such a technical
conference to be held later this year. I would like to make note,
however, of the fact that they have agreed to hold a conference
with representatives not only from the technical expertise area,
but from the entire community of persons with a strong interest in
the collection, dissemination, and interpretation of income and pov-
erty statistics.

Perhaps through such a forum, we can begin to discuss the com-
plexities of these issues, and I would at this time like to commend
the Census Bureau for really making an attempt to open the proc-
ess up and include many people besides experts who are vitally in-
terested in this issue. I looked at a tentative list of potential invi-
tees that they provided me and it was a list that included a wide
spectrum of people from all philosophic points of view on thl:, issue.
So they have made a good-faith, honest attempt to deal with this
problem and the problems that we had expressed to them last year.

The questions concerning the definition of poverty too often are
viewed as purely technical and best left to the experts, but policy-
makers must respond to the need for a more comprehensive frame-
work for understanding what constitutes poverty and how to miti-
gate it We cannot allow this administration's view of the poor to
become institutionalized through self-serving attempts to redefine
poverty as Mr. Stockman proposed in October of 1983.

Members of Congress and other decisionmakers must acknowl-
edge that these technical matters have profound social, moral, and
economic ramifications. Congress must fully understand all of the
different alternatives and ramifications of each approach in assess-
ing the measurement of poverty itself.

To assure that Congress possesses sufficient information to con-
duct a searching and substantive debate on the best way to meas-
ure poverty, it seems clear that an impartial and objective assess-
ment must, in fact, be compiled.

Toward this end, I have introduced legislation which proposes to
create a bipartisan congressional commission whose job it would be
to devise a yardstick by which to calculate poverty. During its 2
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years proposed life, this commission will compile a comprehensive
list of options for measuring poverty.

Once the options were developed, the commission would conduct
open hearings to receive public comment and criticisms on which
of these possible approaches could be used. Upon completion of the
review, the panel would then send its final recommendations for
defining poverty to the Congress of the United States, where ulti-
mately the decision should be made in view of the fact that individ-
uals, local and State governments are so dependent upon what that
definition is.

I sincerely believe that the entire question of how we should
define poverty obviously needs to be carefully and thoroughly ex-
amined, but perhaps more importantly is the fact that the GAO
itself, in evaluating the current methodologies proposed by the
Census Bureau, has reported that any major change in xilicy and
decisions regarding the eligibility and distributions of funds as a
result of any redefinition must be delayed until those methods and
this issue can be more comprehensively examined.

The panel that I am proposing in the proposed legislation will ex-
amine how current guidelines were developed and whether they
adequately reflect the nature and extent of poverty in the 1980's.
in addition, the proposed commission would evaluate all current ef-
forts, particularly by the U.S. Census Bureau, to value noncash
benefits. Until such time that Congress can receive this informa-
tion and study it, I feel that neither the administration nor Census
should make any changes in the approach to the definition of pov-
erty in this country.

Despite past problems, many of the poor have slipped through
the social safety net. We certainly cannot allow more Americans to
be injured by statistical holes in the net, and more importantly, we
must resume our national effort to eliminate poverty through effec-
tive and humane measures.

I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Hansen, and Mr
Myers, for giving me the opportunity to testify today_ I would be
happy to answer questions if any members of the subcommittee
should desire to pose them.

Mr. GARCIA. First, let me thank you, Congressman Matsui, but
before I get into any questions, I would like to announce that my
colleague from Utah has just joined us. He is the ranking minority
member of this committee. There may be something he would like
to add.

Mr. HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just let me apologize
for being late. I was in another committee meeting and -ouldn't get
out and had some questions I had to ask there. I apologize to the
committee.

I appreciate our colleague from California's excellent testimony
that he has given. Possibly after you finish, I would have some
questions.

If I could, I would like to submit my opening statement for the
record.

Mr. GARCIA. OK, without objection.
[The statement of Mr. Hansen follows :J
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STATEMEN: aY HON. JAMES V. HANSEN

Mr Chairman I am pleased to join with you today for this update on the Census
Bureau's preparations for the 1990 Decennial Census.

The GAO appears to have some serious concerns about the Census Bureau's abili-
ty to adequately meet their 1990 responsibilities in a timely and cost-efficient
manner Considering the controversies that surrounded the 1980 results I believe
that it is most important that we determine what the Bureau has done to resolve
the problems that occurred in 1980 and whether they are on schedule for the 1990
census.

I would also like to include for the record, a history of the definition of poverty,
that I believe will be helpful in our discussion of noncash benefits.
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Cirralar No. A-46

Revised

DEFINITION OF POVERTY FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES

For the years 1959-1968 the statistics on poverty contained
in the Census Bureau's Current Population Reports. series P-
60; No. 68, shall be used by all Executive departments and
establishments for statistical purposes. For the year° 1969
and thereafter, the statistics contained in subsequent 4

applicable reports in this series shall be used.

A number of Federal agencies have been using statistical
series on the number of p.rmons and families in_poverly, and
their characteristics, in anal.ical and program planning
work. The basis for these series has been the
classification of income data collected by the Bureau of the
Census in accordance with-a definition of poverty developed
by the Social Security Administration and revised by a
Federal Interagency Committee in 1969. This definition
provides a range of income cutoffs adjusted by such factora
as family site, sex of family head, number of children under
18 years of age, and farm-nonfarm residences.

The Bureau of the Census series continuos the Social
Security Administration , efinition for the base year, 1963,
except that the differential between poverty levels for farm
and nonfarm families is reduced from 30 percent to 15
percent. Annual adjustments in the census series are be
on changes in the average annual total Consumer Price Index
(CPI) instead of changes in the cost of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Economy Food Plan.

The establishment of this standard data series does not
preclude departments and agencies from more detailed
analyses or from publication of tabulations for specialised
needs although, where applicable, totals must agree with
totals published by the Bureau of the Census. Other
measures of poverty may be developed for particular research
purposes, and published, so long as they are clearly
distinguished from the standard data series.

The poverty levels used by the Bureau of the Census were
developed as rough statistical measures to record changes in
the number of persons and families in poverty, and their
characteristics, over time. While they have relevance to a
concept of poverty, these levels were not developed for
administrative use in any specifrc program and nothing in
this Circular should be construed as requiring that they
should be applied for such a purpose.

(No. A-46)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
ormu of the Comma
weinemoo.00 P0233

Of FCE OF ME 'DIRECTOR

Poverty, as an official concept, originated in the mid-1960s with the
Johnson Administration's 'War on Poverty.' In 1964. the Social Security
Administration released a study that estimated the number of persons below
the poverty line and defined poverty as a series of income thresholds,
based on nutritional needs, for families of varying size and composition.
In the original stuci. the Social Security Administration used data from
the Census Bureau's Current Population Survey.

In 1969. the Bureau of the Budget (now the Office of Management and Budget)
formalized the statistical definition cf poverty in the enclosed Circular
Mo. A-46. This circular incorporates the findings and recommendations of
the Federal Interagency Committee on Income and Wealth. and establishes
the Census Bureau as the collector of poverty statistics for the Executive
trench. It. also, in defining poverty for statistical purposes, made
minor modifications to the original Social Security Administration defini-
tion. Enclosed is a copy of Current Population Reports. Series P-23,
No. 28. 'Spec )1 Studies, Revision In Poverty Statistics. 1959 to
1961.' which . ,tribes these modifications.

Beginning with the data for 1979. the definition of poverty was again
slightly modified in response to the findings of another Federal Inter-
agency Committee on Income and Wealth. Enclosed is a copy of the notice
published in the Federal Register of December 28. 1981. Except for this
slight modification, the official poverty statistics are still prepared
under the provisions of the original circular.

The enclosed copy of the latest Census Bureau poverty report. Current
Population Reports, Series P-60. No. 147. "Characteristics of the Population
Below the Poverty Level: I983.' includes a detailed explanation of the
poverty definition and survey procedures along with the published data.

*/ The reports referred to were retained in the official hearing record.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mr. GARCIA. Congressman Matsui, I think you answered the
question I had for you when you talked about your bill on poverty
and its definition. Just let me say that I am appreciative, and I
think many Members of Congress are appreciative that you have
been in the forefront of this issue.

You had a chance to look at the list of some of the participants
in the upcoming conference. There have been some additional
names that we have submitted to the Bureau of the Census. I will
get into that question and answer with Dr. Keane, but I would just
like you to know that we will keep you fully informed as this com-
mittee progresses on this question. I am hopeful that you will con-
tinue to participate and work with us, as I know you will.

Mr. MATsui. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GARCIA. Are there any questions any our colleagues would

like to ask? Mr. Myers? Mr. Hansen?
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if I may.
Mr. GARCIA. Mr, Hansen of Utah.
Mr. HANSEN. I appreciate your comments. Let me just say, I

would appreciate at a later time if you would give us some equita-
ble approach in using noncash benefits in defining poverty If you
could give us an outline of that, I am sure it would be helpful, espe-
cially for a new member of this committee.

Mr. MArsui. Thank you, Mr. Hansen. If I may just say that I
would not presume to be an expert on how to define these noncash
benefits. I would be very happy to work with the subcommittee on
how to approach the subject, but I feel that the issue is so complex
that it really should be left up to the experts and those in the ad-
mianstre..ion, and third, those that are involved with poverty pro-
grams in the United States.
<::, It could very well be, and I might just add this now, because I
want to be as objective and fair as I can in my approach to this
issue, that a redefinition is necessary, and perhaps some noncash
benefits should eventually be included in the ultimate definition of
poverty. At the same time, we all know that since 1979, actually
the last 2 years of the Carter administration and the first 2 years
of the Reagan administration, the payroll tax on individuals has in-
creased at a rapid rate. The :.rgest segment of both individual
income taxes has occurred in the payroll area, and as a result of
that, those at the poverty threshold are now paying much more in
terms of a tax burden than they were in 1979.

Perhaps that should also be included in the definition of poverty
In other words, after-tax income, rather than pre-tax income, and
so there should be a number of factors placed in whatever defini-
tion is ultimately arrived at.

Second, once a definition is arrived at, then we have to deter-
mine what the threshold level should be and that is a very difficult
issue to deal with. The current definition is based upon the number
of dollars it takes to feed a family on a monthly basis multiplied by
three. It is a very arbitrary number, but it was devised in the
1960's and our indexes and measurements were very crude in those
days.

We are still using ttiakinasurement today and perhaps it really
is time. fox Ali* o htj that die in the position to make these
changes begin td look at how we should redefine it because it does

14
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have an impact, both in terms of the individual recipient, but more
importantly to some extent on cities and counties and State gov-
ernments who receive moneys from the Federal Government based
upon that definition.

Thank you very much.
Mr. GARCIA. Thank you, Congressman Matsui.
We will now hear from the Director of the Bureau of the Census,

Dr. John G. Keane. Before you start, Dr. Keane, I would just like
to say that my staff has gone over your statement. It is extensive
and I think, well put together, t ut obviously, if we had to listen to
your written testimony we would be here for the next 3 days. So,
needless to say, I will include your entire statement as submitted
to us for the record, and as we talked about before the hearing
started, you please summarize so that we can get into some ques-
tions.

I appreciate your taking time out of your very busy schedule to
be with us, Mr. Keane.

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. KEANE, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS, ACCOMPANIED BY PETER A. BOUNPANE, ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR FOR DEMOGRAPHIC CENSUSES, BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS; AND WILLIAM P. BUTZ, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR
DEMOGRAPHIC FIELDS, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
Mr. KEANE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I formally start, I should like to identify my two col-

leagues. On my left is William Butz. Mr. Butz is Associate Director
for Demographic Fields in the Census Bureau. On my right is Peter
Bounpane, who is Assistant Director for Demographic Censuses.

I appreciate your opening comment.
I welcome this opportunity to present an overview of develop-

ments at the Census Bureau. In my remarks today, I will summa-
rize or simply refer to many of the points made in the written testi-
mony, a copy of which you obviously have.

I will be ready to answer your specific questions about my oral or
written testimony at the conclusion of my remarks.

My testimony is in three general parts. As the subcommittee re-
quested, I will begin with some general highlights of activities of
the past year or so and then I will turn to our preparations for the
l990 census. I will conclude with some remarks on our efforts to
value noncash benefits.

The last year has seen progress made in many areas of the
Census Bureau. My written testimony covers three general high-
lights- Automation, economic statistics and confidentiality. I will
cover just one of those areas today; economic statistics.

The Census Bureau has made a number of important improve-
ments in our economic statistics program. We conduct literally
hundreds of nationwide economic surveys ranging from monthly
surveys based on relatively small samples to major censuses taken
every 5 years. Some of the resulting monthly reports, such as the
housing starts and retail sales, are principal economic indicators.
In addition, Census Bureau economic statistics are a primary
source of data used in developing major economic series such as the

15
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GNP, the Index of Leading Economic Indicators, and unemploy-
ment estimates.

This past year, we have more than doubled the number of indus-
tries covered by our annual survey of the service sector. The Ship-
pers Export Declaration is being revised to incorporate new data
items and increase compatability with other countries' shipping
documents. In addition, we are participating in efforts to harmo-
nize the International Commodity Classification System.

The Consolidated Federal Funds Report, which shows the distri-
bution of nearly all Federal expenditures at the local level, now
presents even greater geographic detail for the large Federal pro-
grams.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn from general highlights
to the 1990 census of population and housing. The Census Bureau
has embarked onindeed, it is in the midst of an ambitious pro-
gram of consultation, testing and experimentation to discover ways
to improve the 1990 census 3 not have time to talk about every
1990 planning iss'. There I will summarize my testimony on
the subjects men..,,ned in , ,ar March 18th letter: Automation,
questionnaire content and census coverage. 1 will also add a brief
status report on our 1985 test censuses.

For the 1990 census, we have identified a number of areas that
are candidates for automation. The TIGER geographic support
system and automated address control file, computer-assisted tele-
phone interviewing, computer editing and coding of questionnaires,
better tabulation and publication systems and more automated cost
progress and management reports. These are prime candidates for
automation in 1990.

One of the most promising ways to improve the census and our
biggest. challenge is to convert the data on the questionnaires to a
computer-readable format earlier in the census process. This ap-
proach is essential if we are going to release data products sooner.
It will help improve accuracy and hold down costs. Also, computer
records of questionnaires could serve as backups to the originals in
case they are inadvertently destroyed, as happened in Bedford-Sty-
vesant during the 1980 census.

So, our approach to automation planning is to move the data
conversion operation closer to the data collection operation, both in
time and in location. The issue to be decided is what level of decen-
tralization is feasible, effective and sufficiently reliable for the 1990
census.

We must also determine the best technology for converting the
data to computer-readable format. The choices for 1990 are basical-
ly between three technologies or a combination thereof. We can
continue to use the microfilm-to-tape, or FOSDIC process like 1980,
but with newer and better equipment, or we can try to eliminate
the microfilming step and read the questionnaires directly, as col-
lege aptitude tests are processed, using optical marks recognition
technology, or we can have clerks enter that data by keying, a
more traditional but flexible data conversion technique.

Many automation decisions are intertwined with other decisions
FOSDIC equipment, for example, requires a higher degree of cen-
tralization than data keying equipment. The equipment chosen for
converting questionnaire data to computer-readable format will

16
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help determine the basic appearance of the form to the public and
the ease with which the questionnaire can be completed. A decision
on the equipment to be used can affect the content and size of the
questionnaires. We also must consider the reliability, maintainabil-
ity, availability and cost of the equipment.

Lastly, we must consider the staffing requirements imposed in
numbers and technical sophistication.

The Census Bureau will make the major decisions regarding au-
tomation systems by September 1986. This timing is crucial. Long
lead times are required for procurement of automated data process-
ing equipment, but an earlier decision would not allow us to test
these options as thoroughly as possible during our 1985 and 1986
test censuses.

Since the purpose of the census is to meet data needs for at least
a decade, no part of census planning is more important than select-
ing the questionnaire content. Census information is collected be-
cause it is constitutionally or otherwise legally mandated. It also is
collected because others have substantiated their need for informa-
tion and this information can be gathered only by the census.

In determining which questions to ask, the Census Bureau con-
sults with thousands of data users in numerous forums to ensure
that it asks the most useful questions. The Census Bureau is in the
middle of a wide-ranging process of consulting other Federal agen-
cies, data users, as well as other interested organizations slid per-
sons about these future data needs.

I believe we will find that there are many more legitimate ques-
tions than we reasonably can ask in the census. One of our criteria
for planning the 1990 census is to strike the proper balance be-
tween our needs for information and the length of the question-
naire.

This balance is necessary because the public cooperation essen-
tial for a successful census could be underminded by a question-
naire that the public finds too lengthy.

Mr Chairman, my written testimony describes the criteria that
we will use to decide what questions to ask. I will answer any ques-
tions about the criteria after completion of this oral statement.

I will add one additional observation on census content issues.
Although the law requires us to report to Congress on content, first
in 1987 and again in 1988, it is important to begin discussions now
with this committee and Members of Congress on this important
part of the 1990 census planning. Thank you for giving us this op-
portunity.

I want to turn next to a very important topic. census coverage. A
major thrust of our ;lanning efforts for the 1990 census is directed
toward obtaining the most accurate count possible. We have a care-
fully managed program to develop, test, evaluate and refine a vari-
ety of specific techniques and technologies to increase the accuracy
of the 1990 census. One of the most troublesome problems in past
censuses is the differential that has occurred between the count of
white and minority populations.

A major goal for the. 1990 census is to reduce the undercount of
minorities. We already have begun efforts to establish working re-
lationships with representatives of minority groups. Through these
relationships we hope to evaluate the activities we used in 1980
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and to improve the counts of minority populations in 1990. In par-
ticular, we hope to discover and develop new effective procedures
to encourage participation by minority persons.

All these efforts are detailed more completely in my written tes-
timony.

I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, how much the Census Bureau
appreciated your efforts to encourage participation in the 1980
census and we welcome your offer to help in 1990.

Ideally, coverage in the 1990 census would be so good as to
render academic the issue of whether to adjust the counts. Such an
ideal census is unlikely to occur, so we have embarked on a two-
pronged strategy. On one front we will try to improve the coverage
provided by the basic census counts. At the same time, we will
work to improve our methods of measuring coverage.

Before the census, we will establish a specific set of criteria that
will determine whether it is statistically reasonable to adjust the
census counts. At this time, we are not sure what coverage will be
in 1990 or whether we could make a statistically reasonable adjust-
ment, so we must work at both approaches simultaneously.

In our 1985 and 1986 test censuses, we will test ways to increase
the accuracy of our coverage measurement techniques. Our im-
provements in the area of automation and data collection tech-
niques are aimed at making the census simpler and faster. More
time should be available for us to review the accuracy of the basic
count and to make appropriate corrections, if necessary. In fact,
the 1986 test census will include an examination of the feasibility
of an accelerated census schedule into which we integrate rapid
coverage measurement studies.

Mr. Chairman, I am submitting for the record a detailed status
report as of last Friday, April 12th, of our 1985 test censuses. To
summarize, delivery of the questionnaires proceeded on time. The
processing of questionnaires is going relatively smoothly. We are in
the midst of following up on those who did not return forms by
mail.

As expected, the Jersey City test presents more problems than
Tampa, due to low mail response rates and difficulties of field
work, recruiting and training. We have increased our hiring to
handle the work caused by the low mail response rate in Jersey
City. We have made very conservative assumptions about the pro-
duction rates of our enumerators in Jersey City due to the difficul-
ties found in enumerating older, less prosperous, intercity areas.
We are closely monitoring the situation through automated cost
and progress reports. Finally, to learn from this experience, we
have been interviewing those who did not respond by mail to dis-
cover their reasons and to seek solutions for the future.

Mr. Chairman, you also asked me to discuss the status of our ef-
forts to value noncash benefits in measuring income. I will begin
by describing the background of this program.

A basic mission of the Census Bureau is to produce statistics on
the distribution of income among persons and families. During
recent years, Congress and other data users have recommended
that the Census Bureau supplement its series on money income by
collecting and publishing information on the receipt of noncash
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benefits. In 1982, the Census Bureau issued the first two reports on
noncash benefits.

One report showed the characteristics of households and persons
receiving selected types of noncash benefits. The other report was
published in response to legislative language. That language direct-
ed the Secretary of Commerce to include in survey estimates of the
effect of in-kind benefits on the number of families and individuals
below the poverty level.

I think it is important here to at least parenthetically note that
the definition of poverty is issued by the Office of Management and
Budget.

The Census Bureau has recently issued a report showing 1983
data on the characteristics of households and persons receiving
noncash benefits. During the past year and a half, we updated esti-
mates of the number of persons in poverty when income is defined
to include the value of certain noncash benefits. Our research work
is preliminary. As we do for the decennial census program, the
Census Bureau is attempting to develop a forum that will allow the
data user community to give us their advice and comments; in this
case, on the valuation of noncash benefits.

We are planning to hold a conference later this year on the
measurement of noncash income. The Census Bureau will prepare
and distribute proceedings of the conference and make them avail-
able to the subcommittee.

Let me highlight our intentions for this conference so there can
be no misunderstanding. The primary purpose of the conference is
to bring together a representative group of income data users to ex-
plore with the Census Bureau ways to measure the recipiency and
value of noncash benefits. We will make every effort to ensure that
the attendees represent not only those persons with technical ex-
pertise, but all those interested in income and poverty statistics, in-
cluding Members of Congress and representatives of minority com-
munities.

We will give conference recommendations serious consideration
when deciding on future activities. The conference will not address
the issue of the definition of poverty. Let me reiterate. by law, the
responsibility for determining statistical standards, including the
poverty definition, rests with the Office of Management and
Budget.

Mr Chairman, that concludes my remarks. I would like to add
that I and the rest of the Census Bureau look forward to working
with you and other committee members on all our activities. I espe-
cially want to reiterate how pleased I am you are visiting our
Jersey City and Tampa test sites. We hope you can visit future test
censuses as well.

I am ready to answer yours and your colleagues' questions.
[The statement of Mr. Keane follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
JOHN G. KEANE

Before the Subcommittee on Census and Population
Post Office and Civil Service Committee

U.S. House of Representatives
April 18, 1985

I welcome this opportunity to present an overview of developments at the

Census Bureau. Hy testimony will be divided into three sections. I will

Jegin with some general highlights of activities of the past year or so.

Then I will turn to our preparations for the 1990 census. I will conclude

with some remarks on our efforts to value noncash benefits.

First, I have a very brief personal observation. My first year as Director

of the Census Bureau has fully confirmed my expectations about the talent

and dedication of the staff and the importance of our statistical work.

This is a time when the Congress and the Administration are counting on

us to become more efficient and to exercise great prudence in the spending

of public funds. 14e are doing that. There is a sense of excitement at

the Census Bureau, enthusiasm about new developments, and determination to

Solve problems and improve the way we conduct our programs. Mr. Chairman,

the Census Bureau is an invaluable part of the Federal establishment. I

am very proud to be associated with it.

I. General Highlights

One of the ways we are becoming more efficient is through the increased

use of automation. We approach automation carefully, just as we approach

anything new. There is far too much at stake to jump too quickly and

then blunder. A few examples will iliustrate what opportunities exist.

20
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First, our entire central data processing system is be to deliver results

more quickly and at lower cost. Second, we are beginning to use microcomputers

and commercial data base software in our regional offices to automate

processing activities common to several surveys. lie plan to have this

capability in all 12 offices this spring, and then extend these new procedures

to additional surveys. Third, we have completed developmental work on

computer assisted telephone interviewing. we are now testing and evaluating

these new procedures in actual data collection at a new facility we established

in Hagerstown, Maryland. Fourth, we are beginning to explore the potential

of other computer assisted data collection techniques. Interviewers will

try using portable microcomputers to compile and update mailing lists,

receive assignments, transmit data electronically, and perhaps even conduct

interviews. Here again, we will begin with a modest efforts scheduled for

later this year, to test this technology in the compilation of address

lists. Finally, we have made a major commitment to automate our geographic

work, primarily for the 1990 census, but also, eventually, in support of

all Census Bureau programs.

Each of these steps in the long run tan produce major gains in the work of

the Census Bureau. We Can obtain more results for the same dollar invested.

We are able to reduce the errors that occur in both census and survey work.

The same employees who formerly did tedious clerical work Can be trained to

use automated equipment, and their work may become more interesting. Finally,

we hope to produce data more quickly.
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we are taking advantage of communications technology. Last August, we

established a new service, CENDATA, for data users. it makes selected data

available for online retrieval. CENDATA contains a variety of statistics

from various censuses and surveys, press releases, and reference information

about newly released reports. All o; this information is in that public domain.

It also is available in printed reports for users who do not have ready access

to computer terminals.

The Census Bureau has made a number of important improvements in our

economic statistics program. We conduct literally hundreds of nationwide

economic surveys, ranging from monthly surveys based on relatively small

samples to major censuses taken every 5 years. Some of the resulting

monthly reports, SuCh as Housing Starts and Retail Sales, are principal

economic indicators. In addition, Census Bureau etbnomic statistics are

a primary source of data used in developing major economic series such as,

the Gross National Pt ,st, the Index of Leading Economic Indicators, and

the Bureau of Labor Statistics' unemployment estimates.

Planning fc- the 1987 economic and agriculture censuses is well along.

ye intend to increase the use of automated procedures there as well. In

fact, one of the best stories about the benefits of automation comes from

the 1982 economic censuses. Thousands of publications have been released

up to 10 months earlier than for the previous censuses. }Lich of this

improvement can be credited to increased automation in processing the data.

There are two developments in our trade statistics program that will bring

about major improvements in those data. First, the Shipper's Export Decla-

ration is being revised to increase compatibility with other countries'
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shipping documents. Second, we are harmonizing our export and import classi-

fication Systems with the international Commodity classification system.

This has been an interagency effort in this country, and an international

effort as well.

Other important program changes include an expansion of our coverage in the

service sector. This sector, although large and growing, has significant

data gaps. We have more than doubled the coverage of the Services Annual

Survey to 45 industries and industry groups. In addition, numerous research

projects have been undertaken to address conceptual issues, classification

problems, and data user needs. For the next fiscal year, the Census Bureau

has requested funds for further expansion into industries where deregulation

has resulted in a severe loss of statistical data.

Reports on Minority and Women-Owned Businesses provide data that are useful at

all levels of government for assessing minority participation in economic

activity. We will publish reports covering black and women owned businesses

later this year. we will publish Hispanic and other minorities reports early

next year.

Thm Census Bureau is responsible for producing the Consolidated Federal Funds

Report which shows the distribution of nearly all Federal expenditures by

state, county, and sub-country areas. Recently, we have worked with all of

the major Federal agencies to identify methods and mechanisms for more

precise coding and tracking of those Federal funds which are allocated to

state government agencies for subsequent redistribution withtn the state.

As a result of this effort, the reports for fiscal year 1984, which were

released on March 29, 1985, present greater geographic detail at the county

level for the large Federal programs.
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One other important development to mention is that we are reviewing our

entire set of policies and procedures concerning the confidentiality of

information. The Census Bureau and the Nation .re very fortunate that

the census code has very strict provisions on confidentiality. We are

especially fortunate that Congress has sustained these provisions over

many years and that the courts have upheld them when Challenged. None-

theless, this is an area where our collective attitude is one of constant

vigilance, especially as the use of computerized data files expands, and

the pressures increase to release larger amounts of microdata to the

general public and to data users. As a result of the reviews conducted

thus far, we are establishing a working group to examine all practices

regarding confidentiality, to develop comprehensive guidelines, and to

ensure consistent practices. A major part of this effort will focus on

disclosure-avoidance techniques for microdata files, tabulations. and

publications. Additionally, we are approaching more systematically the

issue of how the public perceives confidentiality. We know that not all

respondents believe our pledge of confidentiality. We also know that

information-age developments that are well publicized can create perceptions

that may have adverse effects on our ability to do our job regardless of

the actual facts. We believe there can be a vital connection between the

rate of cooperation we receive from respondents and general public attitudes

toward survey work .nd toward the government. Unfortunately, this connection

is not easily mowed or understood. We are favored now with a very high

rate of cooperation. The climate of opinion, however, can change rapidly,

as we all know. and possibly affect future public cooperation significantly.
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II. The 1990 Decennial Census

Now, Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to turn our attention from these general

highlights to the 1990 Census of Population and Housing.

Because 1 do not have time or space to cover every 1990 planning issue.

in today's remarks I will concentrate on the subjects mentioned in your

March 18 letter to me; automation. questionnaire Content, and census

coverage. I also will add a brief status report on our 1985 test censuses.

But first let me make some general comments.

The Census Bureau has embarked on. indeed is in the midst of, an ambitious

program of consultation. testing and experimentation to discover ways to

improve the 1990 census. We have carefully, completely, and honestly

examined our activities during the 1980 census. We have begun major

tests earlier in this decade than in the last decade.

As you know from your previous experience as Chairman of this subcommittee, the

general outline of the census is determined long before it becomes a popular

subject fOr the television net shows. The census is like a large ocean liner

that must begin its turn long before it encounters an obstacle. We have tried

to set the course for this census in a detailed management plan. This plan

establishes several hundred planning milestones that. like channel markers,

stretch across the entire ten year planning horizon. I would like to extend an

invitation to the subcommittee and to the other witness this morning, the

General Accounting Office, to visit us at the Census Bureau for a complete

presentation of our management plan for the 1990 census. I think you will find

Such a presentation useful in understanding the Census Bureau's schedule of

activities and decisions leading up to and through Census Day. 1990. all the

way to the final release of census data products.
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Automation for 1990

I have already spoken about the increased use of automation throughout the

Census Bureau. Automating many of the census tasks performed clerically during

the 1980 census will help us to reach our goals for the 1990 census, particularly

those related to the timely release of data products. With the advances in the

electronic information industry, many possibilities exist for further automating

the census process to save time and money and increase accuracy. I want to

assure you that the Census Bureau is well on the way toward examining and

choosing among these possibilities.

We have identified a number of areas that are candidates for automation. Let

me say a few words about our automated geographic support system -- TIGER

[Topologically Integrated Geographic Encwding and Referencing iystem) and how

tt will help us in 1990. TIGER will integrate the geographic materials that

were proau,... .1 separate operations in 1980. To accomplish this goal, this

system wili als;, allow us to produce our maps and other geographic products and

services from one consistent data base.

we are also planning to have a computerized address control file that can be

updated by computer and against which questionnaires can be checked-in auto-

matically. In fact. such a system is actually working in our 1985 test censuses.

This improvement will affect the accuracy. speed, and efficiency of the census

Process significantly.

Otner are we are investigating to see If we an and should introduce automation

into the census are. computerized editing of the questionnaire for completeness

and consistency. computer assisted telephone interviewing. automated Coding of

write -in answers. Improved tabu,at,on and pi6licatIon systemS, and more automated.

and therefore timely and accurate progress, and other management reports.
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One of the most promising way to imp-:.se the census, and one of our biggest

challenges, is to convert the data on the questionnaires to a computer-readable

fonnat earlier in the census process. This approach is essential if we are

going to release data products sooner. It will help improve accuracy by

allowing computerized editing. Finally, it will hold A costs. For 1980,

the data conversion process did not begin until after at closed the census

district offices and shipped their questionnaires to on 3f the three sites for

computer processing. For the 1990 census, we want to begin converting data

more or less simultaneously with the collection phase. This early start will

allow more time for review and correction and will allow the computer to help

with questionnaire editing. Also, computer records of questionnaires could

serve as backups to the originals in case they are inadvertently destroyed as

happened in Bedford-Styvesant during the 1980 census. So, our approach to

automation planning is that the closer we ,.an move the data conversion operation

to the data collection operation, both in time and in location, the more efficient

the total process will be. The issue to be decided is how close we can make

these two operations. What level of decentralization is feasible, effective,

and sufficiently reliable for the 1990 census?

We are looking at two broad scenarios for accomplishing this early data

conversion. Under one scenario, we would have separate locations for data

collection and processing, as in 1980. Here, the processing offices (possibly

as few as 3 or as many as 80 in number) would receive the mail-returned

questionnaires from the public, check them in automatically, convert the data

tc machine-readable format, and perform automated editing of the questionnaires.

Several hundred district offices would be responsible only for data collection

activities. Under the second scenario, there would be several hundred combined
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district/processing offices, wnicn would carry out both automated processing

activities and field follow-up work. Combinations of these two scenarios are

also possible.

In addition to deciding which of these broad scenarios to implement for 1990,

we must also determine tne best technology for converting the data to comouter-

readable format. In 1980, tne Census Bureau captured the data from the ques-

tionnaires after clerically coding write-in responses, and then reading the

microfilm with a mark-sensing device (the FOSDIC system). The choices for

1990 are basically between three technologies (or a combination thereof). We

can continue to use the film-to-tape FOSDIC process (as in 1980, but with

newer and better equipment). We can try to eliminate tne microfilming step

and read the questionnaires directly as college aptitude tests are processed

(using optical mark recognition [OMR) technology). Or we can have clerks enter

the data oy keying (a more traditional, but very flexible data capture technique).

I should mention we are testing current OHR technology in our 1985 test Census

in Tampa, Florida. Discussions and negotiations are being held with potential

suppliers of yet to be developed data conversion equipment such at prototype

0tR machines or microfilm cameras that would be designed to meet unique

census requirements. In particular, we want to see what might be available

for testing in 1986 because we believe such field tests are necessary. to

evaluate, accurately, the suitability of data processing equipment. Our philosophy

is to make our choice in 1986 from proven -- not just promised -- equipment

and systems. Right now, we rlan to test data keying and a decentralized

film-to-tape process in 1986. Our 1986 test plans complement our 1985 plans,

in which we are testing OHR technology and a more centralized processing

office approach.
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'his choice of data conversion technologies is intertwined with other decisions.

FOSDIC equipment, for example, requires a higher degree of centralization

than data keying equipment due to its costs, operating characteristics, and

maintenance requirements. The equipment chosen for converting questionnaire

dita t3 computer - readable format will help determine the basic appearance of

tne form to the public and the ease with which it can be completed. A decision

on the equipment to be used can affect the content and size of the question-

naires. We also must consider the reliability, maintainability, availability,

and cost of the equipment. Lastly we must consider staffing requirements

imposed by the equipment both in numbers and technical sophistluation.

In our 1986 test censuses, we will be specifically examining questionnaire .

design issues. Although final decisions on the content of the questionnaire

will not be made until 1987 and early 1988, we plan to examine closely the

effects of different questionnaire designs on respondent cooperation and data

quality. We will use a va'iety of techniques to examine these effects,

including smull focus groups. Our working assumption for processing purposes

is that althousl individual questions may be dropoed or added, the basic short
.

and long form questionnaires will be similar in 1990 to the 1980 questionnaire.

11,

In particular, during 1986, we will be inking at the design of the mailing

package and the total design and format of the questionnaire. We want to

explore how much flexibility in questionnaire and mailing- package design each

data conversion technique allows before making our automation decisions. For

1990, we hope to make significant improvements in this area.
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The Census Bureau will make the major decisions regarding automation

systems by September 1986. This timing is crucial. Long lead times are

required for procurement of automated data processing equipment. But an

earlier decision would not allow us to test these options as thoroughly as

possible during our 1985 and 1986 test censuses.

There is a sense of excitement at the Census Bureau about these automation

possibilities, but some words of caution should be added. Whatever systems

are developed and chosen must be simple, because they will be operated by a

temporary work force with moimal training. The systems must be fully tested,

proven to be reliable and maintainable, and essentially "fail safes to avoid

crippling breakdowns. The equipment must not be unreasonably expensive. We

also will exam.ne whether it will be useful or obsolete after 1990. Our testing

plans are designed to evaluate .he automation possibilities against these .

criteria.

Questionnaire Content,

Since the purpose of the census is co meet data needs for at least a decade,

no part of census planning is more important than selecting the census

questionnaire content. Census information is collected because it is consti-

tutionally or otherwise legally mandated. It also is collected because Federal

agencies, state and local governments, business groups, demographers and

economists, community organizations, and others have substantiated their need

for information, and that this information can be gathered only the census.

Many decisions about census content must be made in the next 2-3 years.

Indeed, the Census Bureau is now planning our National Content Test for
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1986, our main vehicle for testing new questions and question wordings.

By law, the Census Bureau is obligated to report to Congress on the subject

areas for the census by April 1, 1987, and on the actual questions that will

be asked oy April 1. 1988.

In determining which questions to ask in the censor, the Census Bureau

consults with thousands of data users in numerous forums to ensure that we

ask the most useful questions. We determine the uses of existing censu.

data and identify current needs not being met, however, future data needs

must also be anticipated. The Census Bureau is in the midJle of a wide-

ranging process of constIting other Federal agencies. data users, as well

as other interested organizations and persons about these future data

needs. Hbre than 70 local public meetings are scheduled across all 50

states. the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and tht Virgin Islands, to

get advice and suggestions from all sorts of census data users. The Office

of Aanagement and Budget has convened the federal Agency Cotncil to coordinate

overall agency advice anu counsel. The Council's work is being supplemented

b ten inter-agency worming groups that are addressing data needs in particular

subject areas such as transportation and housing.

I believe we will find that there are many more legitimate questions than

we can reasonably ask. One of our criteria for planning the 1990 census is

to strike the proper balance between the user needs for information and the

length of the questionnaires. This balance is necessary because the public

cooperation merit al for a successful census could be undermined by .. -

questionnaires that the public find too lengthy.

`"
1 1,1J I
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In making the final choices, then, about which sub,;ects to include in the

questionnaire, we will follow six standards:

First, only required data will be collected - those needed for Constitu-

tional or legislative reasons, those needed specifically to administer

Federal, state, and local programs, and those needed to describe th2

American population and housing stock.

Serond,the census must zeet small-area data needs. If the data are

needed for small geographic areas (for example, census tracts, with an

average population size of 4000), then the census is a good tool. If

the data are required only for larger areas (such as the Nation, regions,

states, and age metropolitan statistical areas), samPle'surveys might

be more appropriate.

Third, the census is also more appropriate than a nationwide samile survey

for collectilg data for wall and dispersed population groups. ,A nation,

wide sample surve. would not have the coverage from these groups to

yield any statistically significant data about them.

.Fourth, the questions must 'end themselves to self-response and not

impose unrealistic requirements for data processing. The questions

generally will be answered directly b) respondents without an enumerator

present. So, they must be easy to understand. In addition, the responses

must be of a type: that are translatable, with reasonable efforts, to

machine-readable form.

Fifth, the 1990 census form will not contain any qutstion that is

Intrusive, offensive, or widely controversial. The Census Bureau needs

pi:51i: cooperation for the census to work. It cannot risk losing that

cooperation through improper questions.
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Sixth, many of the subjecu areas to be asked about in 1990 will have been

asked in 1980 and earlier censuses. Answers to previously asked questions

can provide trend data needed in the 1990s on vital socioeconomic and

housing characteristics. This criterion does not mean that just because

we askeo a question in the last census, it will be asked again. We will

consider, twweier, the need to provide continuity and comparability

between data gathered during each census.

As you are aware, Hr. Chairman, one o, tae decisions to be made for 1990

concerns the wording and placement of the race and Span'sh origin questions

on the short and long ferns. It is difficult to ASK Race and Spanish origin

questions and obtain valid answers. Although our 1980 results were good,

they were not without problems. For instance, many Hispanics did not park

any racial designation but wrote in Hispanic or Puerto Rican or Mexican

American. We are lookins; for ways to solve those 1980 problems and still
.

meet the needs of our data users. The Census Bureau asks the opinions of

data users and other interested people on this issue at its local public

meetings across the Nation and meetings with Federal agencies and other

groups. Our approach is to test variations to the 1980 version thoroughly.

We plan such tests in a special-purpose test this summer in Chicago, in the

1986 National Content Test, and in our 1986 test censuses: Let me assure

you, however, we will not change the 1980 version of the race and Spanish

origin questions without strong reasons supported by demonstrable results

from our testing program.

: will add one additional observatirt. A:V:3.GO tne law revires us to report

to Corgrass on content first in 19;7 ant as In 192.3, it is important to

ra;in dtscuts*:ns n:1 Itn th4s C:^ -4ttae e-O _t -tiers Of Congress On this

I-POrtant part of 1S190 census planning. Thar, Jo.. for giving us that

coptr-un*ty.

48.847 0-85-2
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Census Coverage

I want to turn next to a very important topic, census coverage.

A major thrust of our planning efforts for the 1990 census is directed toward

ohtaining the most accurate count possible. We h.ve a carefUlly managed

program to develop, test, and evaluate a variety of specific techniques and

technologies designed to increase the accuracy of the 1990 census.

There will probably never be a perfect census that counts every resident,

but one of the most troublesome parts of the undercount is tile differential

that has occurred in past censuses between the count of white aGd minority

populations. One of our majo..,goals for the 1990 census is tO'reduce'the

undercount of minorities. We already have begun efforts to establish working

relationships with representative: of minority groups. In these relationships

we hope to evaluate the activities we used in 1980 and improve the counts of

minority populations in 1990. In particular we hope to discover and develop
i

new, effective procedures to encourage participation by minority persons.

ir. Cha.rman the Census Bureau appreciated your efforts during the 1980 census

to encourage participation. I welcome your offer to help in 1990.

.

we both know that an effective outreach program is essential if we are going

to improve the coverage of minorities in the census. Indeed, widespread

public cooperation is essential for the conduct of an accurate census.
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17.

The public must understand the important uses of the census, trust in

the confidentiality of the data, and act on this understanding and trust.

Specifically, they must include themselves in the census by mailing back

their census questionnaires or cooperating with census enumerators.

Therefore, the Census Bureau is working to assure that its outreach

efforts for the I99D census will be even better than those for1980.

The promotion program for the 1980 census was higt.ly successful. The

Advertising Counc.' chose an advertising agency to conduct a general

public service campaign free to the Census Bureau (except for certain

administrative costs). Thesu public service announcements were worth

about $38 million in "air time" and advertising space. The Census

Bureau matte many other special efforts to encourage public support for

the cersus. Some of these promotional efforts were desisned specifically

to reach minority racial and ethnic popd.ations to help reduce coverage

differential among these groups and the rest of the population.

We have already made one major decision relating to outreach for the

1990 census. we believe that the benefits of a campaign under the ausptces

of the Advertising Council outweigh the benefits of a paid campaign.

Therefore, we have approached the Ad Council to coordinate and provide

a public service advertising campaign for the 199D census. They have

accepted t:s as a client. As good as the 1980 general publicity campaign

was, however, we and the Ad Council think it could be better if more time

were available for planning and testing thdmes and messages and the
.

delivery techniques. With that in mind, the Ad Council has agreed to

participate in our testing program beginning with the 1986 test censuses.

DE. W CO
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We have also taken steps to consult with minority representatives and groups

in our planning. For the 1980 census, the Census Bureau femed three census

advisory committees to represent specific minority populations: one each

for Blacks, Hispanics, and Asian and Pacific Islanders. We conducted

regional meetings to obtain advice from the many tribal groups of Native

Americans. In planning the 1990 census, the Census Bureau will again

draw upon the expertise of similar advisory committees. We have proposed

establishing committees to represent fou' minority population groupst

Blacks, Hispanics, Asian and Pacific Islanders, and American Indians and

Alaska Natives. The Secretary of Commerce has approred their creation, and

I hope that these committees will be able to have their first formal

meeting this summer.

In the meantime, the Census Bureau has held three meetings on an ad hoc

busid with leaders of various minority organizations. We held a joint

meeting with reiresentativel of minority groups in January of 1984. Many

minority representatives were invited to a conference on 1990 census

outreach planning in September of last year. In December, Census Bureau

officials discussed the selection of 1986 test sites with an ad hoc grcup

of minority representatives in Phoenix.

For the 1980 census, our representatives also participated in more than 50

meetings of national minority organizations. In addition to these contacts

with national groups, the Census Bureau created the Community Services

P-ogram, in which we hired staff specifically for their knowledge of their

communities. They contacted local leaders and organizations who, in turn,

could encourage their constituencies to cooperate with the census. These

various activities contributed to the overall success of the 1980 census.
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Our 1990 plans call for building on our 1980 achievements in this area.

We will be targeting hard-to-enumerate areas earlier in the decade for

special awareness projects through schools, churches, other religious

organizations, businesses, and other community-based organizations. Our

. local community activities will be coordi.ated with and supported by the

advertising campaign and other publicity in the local print and electronic

media.

We will also establish good working relationships and a number of "joint

ventures" with local officials. I will just mention two of these. In

1980, we had a Local Review Program for the first th..e, which allowed

officials to review and comment on the census counts before our district

offices :losed. We also have established a network of State Data Centers

to distriJute our data products. By workilg closely with.lecal officials,

we can makt this joint venture even more successful in thy next census.

Finall,, in addition to improving our outreach efforts, we will examine

all the; coverage improvement techniques We used it 1980 and keep or

improve the ones that were effective, drop the ones that were not, and

develOp new ones. For example, theviritins postal service checks on our

mailing lists and the Census Bureau's precarvass activity used in the

1980 census added about 7.2 percent of the population that was counted.

In the precanvass, census enumerators updated and corrected the precensus

address lists by canvassing their assigned area and adding or deleting

units or structures- from the list, as appropriate. They also made sure .

that housing units were listed in the correct geographical erea. We-will

certainly repeat that operation. We also are testing ways to improve it.
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I would like to mention one other potential source of improvement to the

census process in difficult -to- enumerate areas such as parts of large cities

.mere mail-return rates were low in the 1930 census. That is the two-Stage

census. In the first stage, the U.S. Postal Service would deliver short-form

questionnaires containing basic questions to all addresses. Later, census

takers woulo visit those addresses that did not respond by mail to collect

the basic information. In the second stage of enumeration, the Postal

Service would deliver long-form yuestionnaires t2 a sample of addresses,

Again, census takers would visit those housin units that did not respond

by mail to collect tne sample data. In 1980, the collection of basic and

Sample data was accomplished in one stave.

This two-stage approach might be ona way to allow a quicker count of

people and their essential characteristics, such as age, race, and sex.

Redistricting, reapportionment, and some, but not all, formula - grant

prog-am needs would then be more quickly satisfied. If the mail-response

rate is increased by a shorter form, answers to these basic questions may

be more accurate as well. Our 1980 experience, however, was that long

form mail return rates were not much lower than short form rates. Unfor-

tunately, in a two-stage census public cooperation, coverage of individuals

and data quality in the second stage may decrease. Comparability with

Melo population data obtained in the first stage may be lessened. The

cost of c.ntacting many households twice could be prohibitive. We are

testing the two-stage census approach in Jersey City, New Jersey this

yea-. That city is just the sort of difficult-to-enumerate area where

we tnink the two-stage census may have the greatest chance of helping. We

should find out whether the advantages of a two-stage census outweigh its

disadvantages when we have evaluated our Jersey City test results.
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Mr. Chairman, I would now like to turn from the issue of coverage improve-

mknt to the related issues of coverage measurement and adjustment of the

census counts. Ideally, coverage in the 1990 census would be so good as

to render academic the issue of whether to adjust the counts. Such an

ideal census is unlikely to occur. We have embarked on a two-pronged

strategy. On one front, we will try to improve the coverage provided, by

the basic census counts. At the same time, we will work to improve our

methods of measuring coverage. Before the census, we will establish a

specific set of criteria that will determine whether it is statistically

reasonable to adjust the census counts. At this time, we are not sure what

coverage will be in the 1990 census or whether we could make a statistically

reasonable adjustment. Su, we must work at both approaches simultaneously.

After each census since 1953, the Census Bureau has attempted to measure the

coverage of the population, i.e., how well we did in countiog the people.

W11Ie statistical techniques are not available to measure coverage precisely,

these studies Lave consistently shown, as I mentioned already, that some

groups are undercounted at a disproportionate rate to the rest of the

population. For the 1980 census, the Census Bureau had two major programs

to measure coverage of the population -- demographic analysis and the post

enumeration crugram. These programs provide a general idea of the degree

of coverage in the 1980 ;ersus. but they do not provide the Census Bureau

with accurate enough info ion to adjust the 1980 census data for the

disproportionate undercount.
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..-- issue of adjustment will be a major concern in planning the 19A1 census.

-0 ,,-s Jrear will continue to examine the use of different undercount

meacurtn.4: an aolustment techniques to deternine whether we can develop a

valid oced4re for adjusting the census counts. We have created a new or-

ganizational unit to coordinate. monitor, and analyze our underCount-related

activities. we have also requested a review of this isSue by the Niooal

Acrdeoy of Sciences' Committee on National StatiStiCS, a panel of technical

-xperts whose final report is expected within the next several months.

The 1?35 test census in Tampa is testing ways to increase the accuracy of our

coverage measurement studies. The 1936 test censuses will also seek to i-.pruve

the accuracy of our merage measurement techniques. Our iTprovements in

the areas of automation and data collection techniques are aimed at making

the Census simpler and faster. More time should be available for us to

review the accuracy of the basic COunt and to makeapprcariate corrections

if necessary. In fact. the 1936 test census will intlude an examination of

the feasibility Of an accelerated census schedule into which rapid cove-age

measurement Studies are integrated.

mr. Chairman. I an submitting fur the record Attachment A. a detailed status

report as of April 12 of our 1935 test censuses. To summarize. delivery of

the questionnaires proceeded on tine. The processing of questionnaires is

goir: relatively smoothly. We are in the midst of following up those whO

did not return forms by mail. As eructed, the Jersey City test presents

more troblems than Tampa due to low mail response rates and the difficulties

of field were, eecfultiny, and trainir.j. we have increased our hiring to

harole tr-e wrK caused by the low mail return rate in Jersey City. We
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"Ws 41N Vt") cortsfroitlie asswm:t1ons about the proacctIon rates of .

o e',4-eratc".. 1r ,,ense.. Ire tO t'r difficulties found in enumer.

,r,ldrn, less tensPeno.S. inner 31ty areas. we arc closely monitoring

:to %I:40cm thrwn automated cost and program reportS. Finally. to

learn Cr?", tnis menience, we have been Interviewing some of those who did

r,3t rtcp0n1 Cy nail tO WSCOver their reasons and seek solutions for the

future.

III. .%116atint of 4dnzash Lmneflts

yD, WV: '=" discuss Ie,e statuS of our efforts to

liur ,?,34,1 :.reit: It -easeing Itco-t. I'll begin by describing the

.ae.,r04.1 of this proora-.

Prrarilr ACter001

A DIsic .1%5101 of tne Census Bureau is to produce statistics on the

a'St +Dui +on o1 and va.ilies. During recent years.

Crt:',ss an! other data users hare reConrienJed ttat the Census bureau

SuPole,WIC ICS ser es on Man!' intent by collecting and pOliShing

ot the receipt of noncash benefits.

fne im-.-,etus 13r this rtcommeniation tas been the rapid growth in government

3^I e-P10:er-provided nonCaSh benefits. Federal expenditures on assistance

for low inznme persons .r. conCentrated In prOgramS that provide noncash

s,eef.:s. r),..hg the ;",err,J 074 to li?2, the co mb%-vA outlays of the

two male t_sst assistance progra.s. Aid to Families with Dependent Children

and Seurft Inzomt. declined from IMf billion to 523.0

111Qn In constant 1.01 dollars. Doing the sane time period. government

,:4I'sys /less ad- infiltrative costs) on tee food staob and medicaid prOgrarl

grew frO^ M.7 tIllf:).1 sc St4.f, billion and medicare reimbursements

it:reased from M.1 billion to $55.6 billion. In the private sector.

Qm-dIeyen CentriD4icni to ;vision and health plans and to governnent

S:cla! Ifew f-co7 S22c billion to 5324 billion over the
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In 19d2, the Census Bureau issued the first two reports on noncash benefits.

One report, entitled "Characteristics of Households and Persons Receiving

Selected Noncasn Benefits," showed the characteristics of households and

persons receiving food stamps, school lunches, public or subsidized

housing, medicare and medicaid, and employer provided health and pension

plan coverage. The other report, Technical Paper 50, was published in

response to language in the Commerce Appropriation Bill for Fiscal Year

1981. That language directed the Secretary of Commerce to include in

survey reports estimates of the effect of in-kind benefits on the number

of families and individuals below the poverty level. Technical Paper 50

was authored by Or. Timothy Smeeding who was then an American Statistical

Association Research Fellow at the Census Bureau. The Census Bureau

issues such Technical Papers with the express-purpose of soliciting

comment and criocism on the statistical methods described therein By

making Technical Papers available to the users of its data, the Census

Bureau hopes to produce a better understanding of the accuracy of its

published statistics.

Technical Paper 50 presented estimates for 1979 on the number of persons

in poverty based on three methods of valuing noncash benefits and several

concepts of income. {Attachment B is submitted for the record to describe

the valuation techniques and income concepts.) It is important to note

that the definition of poverty is established by the Office of Management

and Budget. The report was a first effort to explore the issues, data

requirements, and techincal feasibility of including the value of certain

types of noncash benefits in a definition of income.
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Recent Oevelocments

The Census Bureau has recehtly issued a report showing 1983 data on the

characteristics of households an ..rsons receiving nuncash benefits and

during the past year and a half we issued Technical Papers 51 and 52 showing

updated estimates of the number of persons in poverty when income is defined

to include the value Of certain noncash benefits.

At tne Census Bureau's First Annual Research Conference held in March of

this year, staff members presented a paper on the valuation of noncash benefits.

That paper attempted to clarify the assumptions and statistical techniques used by

Smeeding and presented some preliminary data on the distribution of the value of

employer provided benefits by type of industry.

Our research work is prelininary. As we do for the decennial census program,

the Census Bureau is attempting to develop a forum that will allow the data

user community to give us their advice and comments, in this case, on the

%aluatior oi noncash benefits. we are planning to hold a conference later

this year on the,measurenent of noncash income. We have tentatively identi-

fied four issues to be diScussed at that conferenc.:. The first issue

concerns the statistical definition of income; primarily, which noncash

benefits should be included as income. The second issue concerns methods

of measuring the value of noncash benefits, especially those methods that

have been used by the Census BuPeau. A third issue concerns the statistical

corparmolity of comPari^9 income including noncash benefits with a poverty

threshold based on money income only. The final issue concerns potential
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impacts on laws of changing the way in which income is defined. (For the

record, Attachment C is a copy of tne draft outline of the agenda for this

conference.) The Census Bureau will prepare and distribute proceedings of

the conference and make them available to the Subcommittee.

Let me highlight our intentions for this conference so there can be no

misunderstanding. The primary purpose of the conference is to bring

together a representative group of income data users to explore with the

Census Bureau ways to measure the recipiency and value of noncash benefits.

We will make every effort to ensure that the attendees represent not only

those persons with technical expertise but the entire community of persons

with a strong interest in the collection, dissemination, and interpretation

of income and poverty statistics -- including members of Congress and

representatives of minority communities.

We will assess any conference recommendations and give those recommendations

serious consideration when deciding on future activities. We will keep

Congress advised of our plans. The conference will not address the issue

of the definition of poverty. Let me reiterate, the responsibility for

determining Statistical standards, including the poverty definition,

rests with the Office of Management and Budget.

Mr. Chairman, that corcludes my remar:s on the valuation of noncash benefits

and my testimony. 1 would like to add that I and the rest of the Census

Bureau staff look forward to working with you and the other committee

members on all the activities conducted by the Census Bureau. I especially

want to say how pleased I an you are visiting our Jersey City and Tampa

test sites. we hope you can visit future test censuses sites as well.
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Attachment A

1985 Test Census Update

PiFrcrtioirrnrKii91-1-2-1985

New processing techniques are being tested in both sites where the census

questionnaire wi:1 be mailed back to the Jeffersonville Processing Office for

immediate data processing activities, and new automated management and control

techniques. The following activities are automated for the 1985 test census;

ne, address control file, check-in of mail returns, assignment of nonresponse and

failed edit cases, and management information reports. In both sites, we

implemented an expanded U.S. Post Office check of our address list and a

unit-by-unit precanvass to see if we can improve coverage completeness, especially

in apartment buildings.

In Tampa we also will determine the effect of the forms designed for the optical

mark recognition data capture device on mail response rates and data quality. In

Jersey City the major objective is the use of a two-stage enumeration technique.

One panel housing units will receive short and long forms, and the other panel

would receive only short forms. Upon completion of nonresponse follow-up, the

sample forms for the two-stage test panel will be mailed.

1. Development of the Address List

The initial base address list is a purchased vendor file that was updated by

an advance casing check and dependent canvassing. Subsequent updates were

made during precensus local review and the time-of-delivery and casing check

when questionnaires are delivered. All these checks help to improve coverage

completeness.
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Ii. Local Review

The Local Review Program is designed to provide housing unit (address) counts

before Census Day and upon completion of the enumeration to the local officials

for review and comparison against the counts from local records to identify

possible deficiencies in the counts.

The precensus local review operation was completed for both sites.

Jersey City questioned 12 blocks. As a result, a few missed multiunit

buildings were added.

Tampa questioned almost every block, but the differences in the local and

census counts usually were less than 5, We conuucted a detailed investigation

and have found that for several blocks a single block number was assigned to

multiple blocks and they were deficient in the coverage of trailer parks. We

also found that one Census Bureau enumerator had listed units outside the city

limits during the precanvass.

Geographic

Adds Corrections

Tampa 226 421

Jersey City 284 4

The second part of the local Review Program will be conducted after all

the enumeration and coverage checks have been completed.

III. Preparation and Mailing of questionnaires

Labeled questionnaire packages were delivered to the post office on schedule

in mid-March.
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The casing and time-of-aelivery checks were completed by mail carriers on

March 20 and March 21. As a result of these checks, approximately 760

addresses were added to our mailing list in Jersey City, and 1,100 in

Tampa. The questionnaires were delivered to all households on March 21.

C2nsus Day was March 24, 1985.

IV. Mail-Response

As of April 12, the mail response rates were:

No. of Mail Mall Return
Returns Rates

Jersey City 32,380 35,1%

Tampa 66,749 52.7%

On April 2, reminder cards were mailed to half of the nonresponding households

in Tampa, the mail returns improved by about one percentage point for each

of the next 3 days. In addition, the mayors of both cities held a press

conference to encourage the public to mall in their forms.

A survey ,s being conducted of nonrespondents in botn sites to determine the

reasons why they did not mail back the questionnaires.

V. Questionnaire Assistance

The walk-in and telephone assistance centers began on March 21 and

operated until April 5. These ass': -,* :ers provided explanations of

the questions and assisted the resiond .ts in completing their question-

naires. Over 1,000 persons were helped in Jersey City and about 4,500

persons were Serviced in Tampa.
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Vi. Recruitinifor Nonresponse Follow-up

Recruiting for enumerators to work on nonresponse follow-up began in January

in both sites. The goal was to identify four qualified persons for each

position. As of Friday. April 12, this goal had not been met.

Persons

Persons Persons Working on

Actual Tested/ Reporting honresponse

Assionments Passed for Training Follow-uP

Jersey City 1,250 2,656 661 450

Tampa 481 1,777 489 398

Selection of enumerators began April 1, and the initial training sessions

were conducted on April 8 and 9. Recruiting and training efforts are con-

tinuing in both sites.

Status of Nonresponse Follow-0?

The nonresponse follow-up production rates are higher than expected in Tampa,

so the census may be finished within tht estimated budget, even though the

mail rate was relatively low. The nonresponse follow-up operation in Jersey

City will be monitored closely, since the mail return rate was low. We are

experiencing some problems in hiring the necessary enumerators to do the Job

in Jersey City and there is the potential that the census will not be completed

within the estimated budget.

VII. Special Place Enumeration

Enumeration of all special places, such as hotels, hospitals, colleges and

military bases, began March 23-25 and is scheduled to be completed by April 17.

That activity is largely complete in Tampa and 60 percent complete in

Jersey City.
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VIII. Processing Office Activities Check-in and Cate Conversicc

For the test censuses in both sites, the questionnaires are being railea oac,

to the Jeffersonville Processing Office for automated check -in and rapid Gate

capture either by data eying ur optical rari, re.ugwiltioc :=R) asJipmaCt far

Tama short forms. Tne telepnone failed can operation also is Clint' cane

from the processing office. In 1980 the questionnaires were manually checaeo-in

at the local district office, and telephone failed colt operation took place

there. .e aPe currently experiencing no rajor prooles ait'i this proctstirg

confiirration.

The OAR equip-..ent being used for Tanga 1u0 percent fors is aperating

although the questionnaires cuSt be treated fcr cumidity so tc, :

will function properly. Respondent errors are being detected in these forms.

respondents are having difficulty with format and response for the age ana

sex questions. Respondents are circling the answer in the question column

rather than following the instructions to fill the corresponding circle in

the answer column. Edit review of the questionnaires is in progress, and

failed edit cases are being contacted by telephone for the missing information.

IX, Current Outreach and Promotion Activities

The outreach and promotion program was not a test objective for the 1985

test census, and new techniques are not being tried, 1980 techniques are

being repeated. The outreach activities started last fall and became very

busy since the beginning of the year. Contacts were estaolished with local

organizations, articles in local newspapers, public service announcements

(both radio and television), and other community awareness projects.
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A. The collection offices in both sites conducted open houses in February to

kick off a countdown to Census Day featuring local political, civic,

business, and community leaders along with representatives from the

Census Bureau. Both broadcast and print media attended the event in both

sites.

B. The school project was implemented in public and private schobls in both

sites the week of March 18. This project included a lesson plan for

grades 4-8 and informational brochures on the 1985 census in English and

Spanish that were provided to all students to take home,

C. Staff from the Public Information Office has been working at both sites

to generate media coverage for Census Day, and the 'Not- Too -Late Campaign*

directed to persons who had not mailed in their questionnaires. Publicity

is now focusing on the availability of jobs and the personal visits being

made to the nonresponse addresses, key census staff are appearing on

local talk shows and press releases will continue to be issued.

U. Local community leaders in both sites have participated in the complete

count committees to endorse and promote the census. The committees helped

to distribute promotional materials provided by the Census Bureau. The

Tampa group is very active, having guaranteed 3 hours of television time

and arranging for the production of radio and television public service

announcements, The Jersey City group started late and is less active.

X. Publication of Results

oata about the basic population and housing characteristics will be issued in

a special publication. Specifications are currently being developed.

The following is a list of the major evaluations to be completed. quality of

automation, cost and timing of the two-stage census, new techniques for

developing and improving the address list, use of automated lists for

follow-up. peer training far replacement enumerators, questionnaire evaluation

and mail reminder cards, and the effects of computerized matching changes On

post-enumeration surveys.
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ATTACNWNT B

vALHATION TECHNIQUES AND !NNW CONCEPTS USED IN TECHNICAL PAPERS SD, SI, AND 52

Three Techniques For Valuing Noncash Benefits

Before examining each valuation technique in detail, it is useful to

understand the major conceptual differences between them and their general

relationship to one another. 'Market value" is the estimated private market

cost of the goods and services transferred to the recipient. "Recipient or

cash equivalent value' is the estimated cash amount for which recipients would

be willing to trade their right to the noncash benefit given their current

incomes {including cash and the market value of any noncash benefits received).

The poverty budget share value' is the average dollar amount of the good o,

service consumed by households with money income approximately equal to the

poverty level. The value assigned by either of the latter two approacheS is

the lesser of (a) the value aS determined by the approach being used, or

(b) the "market value" approach.

MARKET VALUE

The market value (MV) of an in -kind transfer is equal to the private market

value of the benefits received by the individual. In the case of food stamps,

the market value is directly measurable as the dollar value of food coupons. In

other cases, MV is not so easily determined.

The market values of Medicaid and Medicare benefits were estimated by

dividing total medical benefits paid by the programs by the number of personS

covered. The calculations were carried out after persons were placed in various

risk categories. For Medicare, the risk classes were (1) age 65 and over, and

(2) blind and disabled. For Medicaid, the risk classes were. (I) age 65 and

over, (2) blind and disabled, (3) age 21 to 64, nondisabled, and (4) age less

than 21, nondisabled. The market value assigned varied by risk class, state of
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residence, and whether the value of benefits going to institutionalized persons

was included with the value of benefits going to those not in Institutions. For

example, the market value of Medicaid benefits In 1983 was estimated to be 57,883

for a person 65 and over living in Hew York and counting the benefits going to

the institutionalized. If the benefits going to the institutionalized were not

counted. the estimated market value dropped to $3,222. For nondisabled perscns

under 21 living in Hew York, the estimated market value of Medicaid was $602

when benefits going to the institutionalized were included and 5546 when they

were not included.

In the case of public housing, the conceptual measure of MV was defined as

the difference between the private market rental value of the unit and the rent

paid by the tenants. Estimating MV for public housing is difficult because the

private market rental value of public housing units is not available directly

from surveys or other sources. Complex statistical procedures were used to

link data from the Annual Housing Survey and the March Current Population

Survey in order to arrive at estimates.

RECIPIENT OR CASH EQUIVALENT vALur

In theory, the recipient or cash equivalent value (RV) is equal to the

amount of cash transfer that would leave the recipient at the same level of

well-being or utility as the noncash transfers. Because consumer preferences

cannot be observed and measured with a high degree of accuracy, a simplified

measure of recipient value has keen developed.

The Rv estimates are based primarily on survey data on consumer expenditures.

The procedure used assumes that the cash equivalent value of a noncash benefit

is equal to the normal expenditure on that good or service by unsubsidized
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consumers with similar characteristics (e.g.. income, family size and type,

location, and age). Calculating cash equivalent value in this manner implicitly

aSSumes that there is no difference between the comparable family end the

recipient family. However, if both units are eligible fnr a given benefit

and only one actually participates in the program while the other (the

comparison unit) does not, it may be incorrect to infer that the expenditures

for the given good by the nonparticipant are equivalent to those of the parti-

cipant if there were no program. This may result in selectivity bias, one of

lb
the limitations of the cash equivalent value approach.

If the recipient normally Spends less than the NV of the noncash benefit on

the subsidized good or service, the noncash benefit will cause a change in the

expenditure pattern. This means that the noncash benefit Is worth less to the

individual than an equal amount of cash that would not lead to a change in spending

habits. If the MV of the benefit exceeds the normal expenditure level, RV can

be approximated by the level of normal expenditures. If normal expenditures

exceed the NV of the benefit, RV is equal to MV. That is, because the noncash

benefit recipient would normally spend at least as much as the NV on the good,

it would not alter the normal expenditure pattern.

The estimates of RV's were based on data from several sources. Tne normal

expenditures for food were computed using diary data from the new Consumer

Expenditure Survey. Those for public housing were based on the complex linkage

of March Current Population Survey and Annual Housing Survey data for 1979 and

1981. The data used to compute the RV'S for medical benefits are especially

weak. They were derived from the 1972-1973 Consumer Expenditure Survey and

required the inclusion of persons covered by Medicare and employer-provided

health insurance.

tsh

'
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POVERTY BUDGET SHARE VALUE

The final valuation approach, the poverty budget share approach, Is based

On.the premise that families hive basic needs in several areas, including fond,

housing, and medical care, and that noncash benefits of one type (e.g. medical

care) cannot be used to meet basic needs of another type (e.g. food% The poverty

budget share approach differs from the other two approaches in that it Is not

intended to be a general method of valuing noncash benefits. The approach is

based in part on the current poverty definition and attemptt to measure the

extent to which noncash benefits meet basic food, liming, and medical care

needs. The first step in this valuation approach is to measure the poverty

budget share values for food, housing, and medical care. The poverty budget

share value for food is set equal to One-third of the poverty threshnld, and the

poverty budget share values for housing and medical care are based nn survey

data on the expenditure levels of families at the poverty line. The poverty

budget share concept calls for values to be based on the expenditure patterns of

unsubsidized families at the poverty line, but. In the case of mental Oro, it

is difficult to obtain a measure of expenditure% by who are na subsl-

eized by either a gMerrieent Cr employer provided plan. Cnmpletton of the firs'

step results in estimates of the cost of meeting basic fowl, housing, and medical

Care needs. The second step involves a comparison Ot the Market value of the

benefit to question (e.g. food stamps with the poverty bydyrr srire AMO..ht fpr

the good or service (i.e. fond' as calculated in vet, .me. The rationale for

the poverty boot owe approatli is that a tioncavi benefit of a given type can

meet part or all of the basic need for that type of rod or service. but le will

not contribute Le meeting tne basic needs for nth types of good% Or servict%.

Once the poverty budget share values are determined. a noncash benefit Is

Assigned a value equal to the poverty budget shore value if that value is less
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than the market value of the benefit. If the poverty budget share value is

greater than the market value of the benefit, the approach assigns a value

equal to the market value.

The approach is based on the curve,., poverty definition and is not intended

to be used as 4 general method of valuing noncash benefits. In practice, the

approach produces estimates of the number of poor that are very similar to The

estimates produced by the cash equivalent approach.

Valuation Techniques and Income Concepts used in Technical Papers 50, 51, and 52

1. Official estimate: money income only

2. Market value approach: income defined to include
food and housing benefits

3. Market value approach: income defined to include
ford and housing benefits and medical care benefits
for noninstitutionalized persons

4. Market value approach: income defined to include food
and housing benefits ana medical care benefits for
institutionalized persons and noninstitutinnalized
persons

5. Recipient or cash equivalent value approach: income
in defined to include food and housing benefits

C. Recipient or cash equivalent value approach: income

t2 -fined to include food and housing benefits and
medical care for noninstitutinnalized persons

Recipient or cash equivalent value approach: income
defined to include food and housing benefits and
medical care benefits for institutionalized person&
and noninstitutionalized persons

8. Poverty budget share value approach: income
defined to include food and housing benefits

9. Poverty budget Share value approach: income
defined to include food and housing benefit& and
medical care benefits for noninstitutionalized persons

10. Poverty budget share value approach: income
defined to include food and housing benefits
and medical care benefits for institutionalized
persons and noninstitutinnalized persons
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ATTACHMUT C

4/11/85

DRAFT OUTLINE

Offstte Conference on the Measurement
of Noncash Benefits

1. Introductory remarks

11. Overview of Census Bureau s work on noncash benefits

III. Four major issues to be explored at this conference:

A. Statistical Definition of Income

1 What should income measure as a statistical concept?

2. Which noncash benefits Should be included as income?

Food stamps and school lunches?
Public housing?
Energy assistance?
Free or subsidized health insurance or
Free or subsidized education?
Employer contributions for social securi
unemployment compensation?

Employer contributions for pensions and
Business lunches and entertainment?
Return on equity in own home?

medical care?

3. Should the Census Bureau prepare income
both before and after taxes?

ty, medicare, and

health plans?

estimates for

B. Methods of Measuring Noncash Benefits

1. The three methods used by the Bureau to value noncash
benefits are: (1) market value. (2) cash equivalence, and
(3) poverty budget share. Are there conceptual problems
with any of theSe techniques? Now serious are the
practical problems of implementing each of the three
approaches?

2. Are there other approaches that should be explored?
Are there Other methods of implementing the approaches

used thus far that might produce more satisfactory results?

I 4

3. The choice of a method to value medical care has a
great effect on poverty estimates. Why is the gap
so large between the valuation obtained from the
market value approach and that obtained from the
other two approaches?
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C. Statistical Comparability Using Alternative Methodologies

1. If the Federal Government adopts a revised income definition,
what changes should he made in the Census Bureau's basic
series on income distributions? Is it likely that we would
end up with several alternative definitions of income?
(We now have 9 experimental estimates of the extent of poverty
in addition to the official one.)

2. The current measure of poverty is based on money income
Only and on the cost of a fond plan and a multiplier that
takes Into account nonfood requirements. The multiplier was
estimated by using tte relationship between food expenditures
and cash income. What are the statistical implications, if
any, of comparing income including noncash benefits against

poverty thresholds based on money income only?

3. Given that private and government programs change over time,
and given the possibility that valuation techniques may change
over time. are there potentially serious problems in maintaining
data comparability over time?

4. Given that surveys vary in design and content, are there
potentially serious problems in maintaining data comparability
among surveyS (e.g.. CPS, SIPP, decennial census) if the
definition of income is modified to include certain types of
noncash benefits? Because of space limitations, it may he
especially difficult to collect data on an expanded list of
income sources in the decennial census.

D. Use of Poverty Statistics in Federal Laws

The definition of income used by the Census Bureau has absolutely
no effect on eligibility for government programs that distribute
benefits to individuals. However, if an alternative income
definition was used, how would it affect Federal laws that
require the use of poverty data in allocating funds to states
and local areas?

Second Day

Morning
session Presentation of papers on the first three major topics (A, B, C).

For each of the topics there will be one invited paper and
two discussants.

Afternoon

Session Assignment of individuals to three concurrent sessions

Meeting of the three concurrent sessions

Evening

session Report on each of the three sessions and open discussion

Third Day

Morning
session Presentation of fourth paper (0) and open diScussion

Concluding remarks

BEST CUE( ;
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Mr. GARCIA. I thank you very much, Dr. Keane, for your
straightforward testimony. There are a number of questions that I
have. As Chair, I am going to abide by the 5-minute rule myself so
that my colleagues will be able to ask questions. Then we will come
back to me and we will keep going until we exhaust the questions
we would like to ask.

Just let me start off on the noncash benefits portion of your testi-
mony. Has the Bureau's testimony for this particular hearing
today been reviewed by the Office of Management and Budget, and
what imput, if any, has OMB had in the testimony put forth by the
Bureau of the Census today?

Mr. KEANE. As is the routine procedure, the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget did review the testimony. I am not aware specifi-
cally of any modifications. I ask either of my colleagues to com-
ment if you have any comments to make.

Mr. BOUNPANE. I am not aware of any.
Mr. GARCIA. Let me say this to you. We were scheduled fo re-

ceived your testimony on Friday of last week to give us ample time
to review it. We received it Tuesday; today is Thursday. As you and
I both know, there are a number of questions that we draw from
the testimony submitted by witnesses. I would just hope that in the
future that we would have the testimony submitted to the commit-
tee at the scheduled time to give us the appropriate amount of
time we need to be able to draw some questions from it.

Mr. KEANE. We shall try.
Mr. GARCIA. Yes, because we just received ittoday is Thursday;

we received it on Tuesday, and I think we are going to need more
time than that.

Let me get into some technical questions. Before the 1980 census,
I took a trip to Iowa City, IA, where they were manufacturing
these computers or scanners, as they are called. It vtas my sense
then that the Bureau needed time to prepare for the census. As I
understand, unless the Bureau starts the acquisition and system
dew 'lament cycle no later than spring of 1986, the Census Bureau
will tind itself using the current FACT 80 systems, many of which
have not yet been upgraded to meet the needs of the 1990 census.

How much time is the Bureau allotting for identifying and con-
tracting the needed equipment as well as developing and testing
the software as procedures and training for the staff that is going
to have to compile the data.

Mr. KEANE. That issue has been thoroughly thought through and
planned and it is also continually evaluated. I can say to you that
we have milestones which are mark for us to meet on a schedule
that began in August 1983 and goes through December of 1992. The
automation equipment decisions are built inot that schedule.

What we have to reason with and evaluate as a trade-off is how
long we can wait to test thoroughly the hardware and software and
systems options before us and get the kind of evidence that we
need to change or add or otherwise innovate when it comes to new
equipment. We have built that into our planning schedule.

Yes, the time is tight, but we thought of that and there are
plenty of oversight individuals who are helping us make sure that
we keep that in mind. So, at this point, we are comfortable with
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our schedule and we are very sensitive to the point that your Iowa
experience prompted you to raise.

Mr. BOUNPANE. Congressman, if I could just add one thing, the
system that you viewed in Iowa is just like the system we are using
in Tampa. You might want to keep that in mind when you visit
down there.

Mr. GARCIA. Yes. OK.
You mention on page 9 of your testimony that the keying

method to capture census data is a very flexible data-capturing
technique. First of all, I would like to know what you mean by
"flexible," and is not keying a dated technique in light of all the
technology that we have had since the 1960 census?

I mean, there have been so many advances since 1960 and yet we
are still with the keying method.

Mr BOUNPANE. Congressman, I would be glad to address that.
What we mean by "flexible" is two things: First of all, several of
the questions on the census questionnaire, you will remember, re-
quire a write-in response as opposed to the respondent filling a
circle That is because we can't list every category that could possi-
bly be listed, and those, then, have to be converted to a numeric
code before the computer can actually read them.

In the case of direct data entry through keying, that step is not
necessary. The data keyer could key the words and the computer
could actually then code it, as opposed to having that manual step
first.

The second aspect of flexibility that would come from data
keying is that it allows you more freedom in designing the form to
make it user-friendly, if I could coin that word, to the respondent
actually filling it out; whereas the other technology requires some
strict constraints on the construction of that form.

That is what we meant by "flexibility." The answer to "is it
dated" is that it is correct that there are newer technologies, but
we feel that those aspects of flexibility are so important that we
should still consider keying even though it is an older technology.

Mr GARCIA. My 5 minutes are up and I am now going to ask my
colleague for questions. I have many more questio4,5 to ask, but I
really want to try to abide by the 5-minute rule.

My colleague from Utah, Mr. Hansen.
Mr HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Dr. Keane, I

appreciate your excellent testimony.
I would like to ask you some questions if I could. I understand

that the definition of poverty is established by OMB and that this
committee would have nothing to do with that, I assume.

Let me ask you this: You mentioned in your testimony that you
would like to improve the count of minorities. What is the defini-
tion of "minority' under the law?

Mr KEANE. I think I should defer to a colleague because I want
to be absolutely correct on that.

Mr BOUNPANE. I can't really address the definition of minorities,
but I can tell you what our statement meant concerning counts in
the census.

We make efforts after the census is over to try to evaluate how
well we have done on counting the population. In making those
measurements, we are able to break them down by subgroups, as
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well as the total population. In particular, we have been able to
measure the coverage in the census for the black population, as op-
posed to coverage in the census for the nonblack population.

We have also been able to make some inferences about the cover-
age of the Hispanic population in the census relative to the cover-
age of the non-Hispanic population.

The statement that was made by the Director was ca. general
term meaning that, in particular, we have had higher undercount
rates for the black population than for the nonblack, and we have
had higher undercount rates for the Hispanic population than for
the non-Hispanic. It was a combination of those into the general
statement of minority that was inferred there, as opposed to saying
who was a minority and who was not.

Mr. HANSEN. What do you attribute that to, the poorer count
that you had with blacks and Hispanics?

Mr. BOUNPANE. No one really knows the answer to that. There
are several hypotheses put forward; generally the reason we miss
people in the census is primarily people choosing not to put them-
selves into the census, as opposed to mistakes in the census process.
Not to say that there aren't some mistakes in the census process,
but not a whole lot. The hypothesis is that for some reason these
populations are more fearful about putting themselves into the
census than others, and therefore, we miss more of them.

Mr. HANSEN. Under the definition that I don't have, let me just
ask this if I may. Would Amish-Mennoniteswould they be consid-
ered minorities'?

Mr. BOUNPANE. I don't know how to answer that. I could not say
whether Amish are more likely to be in the census, as opposed to
non-Amish. I don't know the answer to that.

Mr. HANSEN. Without having the knowledge of knowing exactly
why the count was low in minoritieswhatever the definition is
what do you intend doing to do what Dr. Keane mentioned, and be
in a position to adequately make that count in the next one?

Mr. KEANE. Certainly our outreach efforts are, I would say, at
least in a comparable way, compared to the past, massive: They
have started earlier. There is more investment of time and of dol-
lars. There is more sensitivity, I think, to the issue. There are a
number of committees insideat least 10, and perhaps that is an
undercountaddressing the issue.

We have an ongoing research program tiigh priority, a special
unit. It has the attention of the leaders! o. the Census Bureau,
as well as the specialist in these areas on an ongoing priority basis.
We know the magnitude of interest in this issue. We have some
notion of what is riding on it and, therefore, we are responding
commensurately.

Mr. HANSEN. Let me ask you this. I guess the one thing that has
struck me in the magnitude of it and almost shocking is the enor-
mity of the task that you folks have coming up in a short time.
Also, it is somewhat shocking to me to see how much leadtime you
will need in order to be ready to do this adequately.

As I am given to understand, in 1977, the census questionnaire
was sent up for congressional approval. Could I just ask. What is
going to be your timing for approval of the Congress on the 1990
questionnaire? Is there any target date for that?
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Mr. KEANE. We are controlled by lawsit is my understanding
that content questions are submitted in 1987 and the questionnaire
form in 1988. Of course, our dress rehearsal is scheduled for 1988,
too, when things have to be about finalized, is that not right?

Mr. BOUNPANE. That is correct.
Mr. GARCIA. The gentleman from Utah's time has expired.
My colleague from Indiana.
Mr. MYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I am pleased to see Bill Butz here. Bill was formerly a con-

stituent of mine and his parents still are. For those of you who
don't know, his father is the famous former Secretary of Agricul-
ture, Earl Butz, whom I hear from about weekly, and I probably
will hear from him this weekend. I expect to be in Lafayette, Bill.

Also, in this area, I suppose he is better known as a cousin of the
center of the hog line on the Redskins. Dave Butz is his cousin. So,
pleased to see you, Bill.

Dr. Keane, through the years I have been in Congress, when I
first came here, ADP was not usually a large line item and budget
request of any agency, but it is becoming increasingly larger each
year I have also learned through the years that you buy a comput-
er this rear and it is outdated almost by the time it is installed. Is
that why you haven't made a decision yet, that you are waiting for
the newest model to come out?

Mr KEANE. That is the primary reason. Also coupled, though,
with our test censuses, where we are able beforehand to identify
the most promising technologies, and I am including software as
well as hardware and the support system, so that we can allow our-
selves to respond to that rapid technological advances that you
refer to.

Mr MYERS. Then, in the test that you are making now, the pre-
test of the 1990 census is being actually conductedthe computers
are being used and the procedures are being used that you expect
to use. Is that correct?

M- KEANE. Yes. For instance, automation is a significant part of
the Tampa test currently going on and automation is recurrent as
a test variable in the testin the 10 census tests that either have
already been conducted-4 were in 1984, 2 are ongoing now, 4 sites
are planned for 1986. So by time, by priority and by real-world con-
ditions, we are giving the test commensurate attention to the size
of the decision that is in the offing.

Mr MYERS. We all have been reading about the IRS experience
with installing a computer and then not properly having it func-
tionalat least accurately enough and fast enough to take care of
the needs this year, That is not going to happen to the Census
Bureau is it; that you are going to install it too late and not have it
adequately tested?

Mr. KEANE. No, it is not. We read that experience, too, and we
follow what others are doing whose scale of operation approaches
ours to learn from them. We are not a smug organization that feels
it has all the answers in itself.

Our outreach extends to the business community and to other
government agencies, anywhere that we can get legitimate help in
making the decisions before us, why, we gladly welcome their
advise.
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Mr. MYERS. The date established for the taking of the census is
established statutorily by Congress, as I recall. Is that the right
date that we should have?

Mr. KEANE. I personally see no compelling reason to change it.
Let me quickly add that I certainly am willing to listen to those
who have suggestions and the reasons for those suggestions that
would deal with an alternate date.

Mr. MYERS. It presents problems to me in living in rural Indiana
for several reasons. First, a lot of our people are still in Florida on
that date. They may only spend 3 or 4 months in Florida. A major
portion of the time is spent in Indiana, but that particular date,
they haven't quite come back north yet. They are counted in Flori-
da for all the benefits, but they come back up and use all the facili-
ties in Indiana. Also, the college students. I am not really clear
how they are counted. I know they are counted on campus and I
have six universities, as Bill knows, more than 50,000 students.
They are counted there, but they aren't counted for any other pur-
pose except to just physically say, "OK, you are in the count," but
we get no benefit from them even though we provide 9 or 10
months a year facilities to take care of those students.

It seems to me like there ought to be some adjustment here. We
are getting the worst of both worlds by the date we are selecting
here and the way they are counted. Do you have any response to
how we might correct that?

Mr. KEANE. No, but I think the Assistant Director for Demo-
graphic Censuses does.

Mr. BOUNPANE. I get to answer the good questions.
Mr. MYERS. You don't want the ball, do you?
Mr. BOUNPANE. No, I want it.
With respect to the first question you asked, we count people at

their usual residence, so in the instance that someone is away from
their usual residence on April 1, the intent is to count them back
home and that is asked of the respondent. So if a family from Indi-
ana was in Florida at the time of the census for a 3-month vacation
or whatever, they are to be counted in Indiana. We would collect
the information in Florida and allocate that to Indiana.

Mr. MYERS. The problem is this, and we were told this happened.
There is a house in Florida where they live. Now, when they deliv-
ered the document there, they didn't respond, but yet, you, the
Census Bureau, give a value to that house as having 2.1 or some
arbitrary figure like thatyou give a number to that house for so
many people living there. Is that not right?

I am about to use my time up, I realize.
Mr. BOUNPANE. I think we may be mixing two things, and I will

try to answer both. First, it is very important that we do ask
people about usual residence and allocate then-. back. In general,
that tends to work quite well.

I think the second point you were asking about is somewhat dif-
ferent, and that is, if, after weeks and weeks of attempting to enu-
merate the entire population, we get down to a small set of cases in
which we are not able to make a determination of what is going on
in the householdafter five or six visits, we still have not made a
contactin that particular instance, we do what you said, which is
that the computer allocates people into that house, which could be
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zero or could be 2.2, depending on the appropriate distribution for
allocation. That comes only to a very small percentage of the cases
at the end of the process when enumeration just can't be finished,
last time, about 0.3 percent of the households.

Mr MYERS. Mr. Chairman, you lost congressional seats; Indiana
lost congressional seats. Part of the reason was our constituents
weren't there on the April date. They were there most of the year
but Florida, as an example, gained seats because those people live 3
or 4 months down there.

Mr. GARCIA. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. I think it is a real problem that needs to be ad-

dressed in the future. I thank you for your response and I have
used my 5 minutes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GARCIA. Thank you, Mr. Myers.
In the Tampa pretest, the Bureau chose to use the keying

method to capture all data other than response to the shortform
questionnaire instead of using the FOSDIC and the automated
camera technology used in the 1980 decennial census. First of all,
isn't this a step backward in the use of available technology? If you
plan to use the keying method for the 1990 census, how much
keying equipment do you anticipate needing and how many clerks
do you plan to hire to operate the equipment?

Mr KEANE. As I said in the testimony, Mr. Chairman, the deci-
sion has not been made. I identified three primary options open to
us, of which one is the keying method. As I also stated, that is the
purpose, among others, for our test censuses.

Mr BOUNPANE. Just to add to that, Congressman, you are cor-
rect We are looking at the optical mark reading technology in
Tampa We plan to look at an updated version of what we did in
1980 in one of the 1986 test censuses so that we can compare the
two and come to a decision.

Your other question was how many key stations would it require
if we actually keyed and I don't know the answer to that precisely.
I would be glad to submit that for the record.

Mr. GARCIA. I would appreciate that.
[The information follows:]

The number of key stations needed is tied to the number of weeks to be allowed
for the data capture process (currently we are working toward making that as short
as possible. the number of key strokes per hour temporary employees can produce
'we are looking at what our research can tell us is reasonable), how much verifica-
tinn and rekeying our quality standards will require, and how many shifts a day we
are willing to support All of these factors can affect radically the number of esti-
mated key stations, so that we cannot at this time give a meaningful estimate. We
do believe, however. that the number of key stations required for the FOSDIC
System and for OMR are 72% and 80% of the number needed to key the entire
form.

Mr GARCIA. This is just a personal thought on my part. I would
like to see the Bureau separate the short form of the 1980 census
into the categories stated on page 13 under the first standard of
questionnaire content, that is, data needed for constitutional and
legislative reasons, those needs specifically to administer Federal,
State, and local programs, and those needed to describe the Ameri-
can population and housing stock.

What would your feelings be about that?
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Mr. BOUNPANE. We can also submit that to you, Congressman.
Mr. GARCIA. OK.
[The information follows:)
In preparation for the Bureau of the Census review of data needs and questions to

be included on the 1990 census, the attached preliminary listing' of Federal legisla-
tive uses of census data was prepared last year by census staff. The work of the
Interagency Working Groups carried out over the past six months has surfaced a
number of other legislative requirements, which will be included in the final docu-
ment which will be submitted to the Congress in April 1987.

Mr. GARCIA. My colleague from Utah asked a very important
question, the question of what is minority, and I think that out of
the many questions in the 1980 decennial census, I personally was
amazed that the Bureau chose to question the validity of the re-
sponses on the Spanish origin question. On page 14 of your testimo-
ny, you mentioned that it is difficult to ask race and Spanish origin
questions and obtain valid answers.

How does the Bureau know how valid other answers are?
Mr. BOUNPANE. There is no way to know that precisely, Con-

gressman, but let me tell you what we did do before the last census
and why we said that we think the questions we actually used were
good.

Prior to the last census, we had several advisory committees who
made suggestions to us about ways to ask the questions on race and
Spanish origin and these committees, obviously, represented the
appropriate communities involved. We then drew up several ver-
sions of how to ask the questions and we asked those in some test
census environments prior to the last census. Based on the results
of that and discussions with those advisory committees, we came to
conclusions about the eventual question.

The other way to get information on that particular topic is to
reinterview a sample of people since these are, in fact, self-response
questionshow will a person self-identify themselvesand then
you select your sample and go back and personally interview them
and see if your finding there agrees.

A third thing is that there are a priori expectations about the
number of people by categories and you see how many people are
identified by the questions compared to a priori expectations. Put-
ting those together is the way you say whether or not the questions
are good or not in terms of identifying these categories.

Mr. GARCIA. Has the Voting Rights Act been part of the reasons
for what the Bureau is doing in the terms of the question of race
based upon the mandate of the Congress to apportion legislative
and congressional districts based on the Voting Rights Act? Has
that been a problem for you? Has that come up in any conversation
at all?

Mr. BOUNPANE. The only discussion we have had about that is
with States in terms of producing information for the States for
their use within the State redistricting process. The States have re-
quested of us information by more than total population. They
have asked for information by white and black and Asian and Pa-
cific Islanders, Indian and Hispanic, and we have supplied that in-
formation to the States by small geographic areas so that they

Retained in official file.
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could use that information in constructing districts within the
States.

Mr. GARCIA. The areas that would come under the Justice De-
partment's z uling as to what they have to abide by is that what we
are talking about? In other words, a State like, let's say, Utah,
doesn't have to abide by the Voting Rights Act in that they don't
have to respond to the Justice Department; while there are sec-
tions of California and sections of the State of New York that must
submit whatever they do, based upon the census figures, to the Jus-
tice Department for approval.

Mr. KEANE. Would you like us to respond in writing
Mr. GARCIA. Well, the question was asked by Mr. Hansen and I

think it is a very legitimate question. There are some sections of
the country that are mandated by the Justice Department to come
up with figures and statistics so that reapportionment is done
fairly and that it is covered under the Voting Rights Act.

There are other States that are not part of that, and I guess
what I am trying to understand here is, if there is any union be-
tween the Justice Department and the Bureau of the Census to
verify and make sure that data is supplied to them. I guess not,
OK, let's forget about that.

You mentioned the Jersey City test and the low rate of response
that you have had. If I remember correctly, prior to the 1980
census, there were a couple of trial ones. I know that one was held
in the city of New York, the Lower East Side. There was one that
was held in Texas. There were several others, and the return rate
was also poor.

I remember it well because I was part of that. I chaired the sub-
committee during the Lower East Side pretest. What I am saying
to you is that we are going through the same problem again, are
we not? I mean, isn't there a better method? Do we publicize in
these areas prior to this census? Are civic groups and all the other
organizations aware of the importance of what this pretest data
means for their particular locality?

Mr KEANE. In answer to your second one, yes. There is a system-
atic and rather complete planned program of communication. Your
memory is pretty good in answer to the first one about New York.
The results are comparable to the Lower Manhattan test in 1978.
Let me file, perhaps, the overriding considerations. One, we pick
some areas that we strongly suspect will give us difficulties because
that is important in getting a range in our sample of what the real
world is going to be like for 1990, and the second observation, and
even more important, is that the Census Bureau really learns
when we have difficulties. When things go smoothly, we get. an en-
dorsement of what we are doing.

Mr. GARCIA. Yes.
Mr. KEANE. When we have problems to address is when we make

our breakthroughs.
Mr. GARCIA. It just seems to me that you have not taken advan-

tage of public service announcements. This is available time, man-
dated by the FCC, that the Bureau of the Census is not taking ad-
vantage of. I haven't seen one PSA as it relates to the Jersey City
pretest, and I am a New Yorker. Jersey City especially has a large
Hispanic community, there hasn't been one PSA on the Spanish
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radio or on Spanish television. There are a number of black peri-
odicals. There is a large black population there. Nothing. In terms
ofjust the regular media, PSAs, nothing.

It seems to me that when the average person gets, this form in
the mail, they will say, "What the heck is this?" The people have
no idea what it is. It is another one of the dumb government's
forms that I have to fill out. The heck with the government," You
and I know we are facing a very serious problem. I mean, every
poll indicates that our 1990 census is going to be a hell of a lot
more difficult to conduct than any prior census because of the gen-
eral public's attitude toward governmentThis is no longer just a
minority issue. This is an issue across all segments of the popula-
tion, White, black, middle class, wealthy and everybody. I just don't
see us taking advantage of the available resources.

We have time to rectify it now and I am not being critical. What
I am saying is that we should use all the resources we have. It is
free. It doesn't cost the government anything. The airways have a
responsibility on these PSA's to give us a hand in the public inter-
est. I just don't see it being done.

Mr. KEANE. You might be interested, and it is rather recent, that
we have been approved again by the Advertising Council to handle
the 1990 census. The departureand it is a favorable one fo. this
topic and those of you interested in improving the 1990 census, is
that the cooperation date that we start is much earlier. We will
start as soon as we can feasibly work with others.

Mr. GARCIA. Before I yield to my colleague from Utah who has
some additional questions, I want to mention, my experience with
my late beloved friend Mark Ferber during the 1980 census. We
worked very closely? We held 26 hearings, all over this country vis-
itin, every place the Bureau of the Census suggested that we go, to
alert the communities. I probably have had more field hearings out
of this committee than with any other committee in the history of
Congress. To my knowledge, and I say that to you as an advocate
not as an adversary, I just don't get a sense that enough is being
done.

As my constituents every now and then give me the business and
tell me I am not doing enough, I have got. to give you the business
and tell you that we are not doing enough together. I say that to
you not to be critical but to let you all know that we have got to
try and do the best we can to get as many people to participate.

My colleague from Utah.
Mr. HANSEN. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
You know, I am fully aware that one of your mandates is to

father information, and having read an interesting book calledfather
I guess we are in the era now of information gather-

ing. That is the big thing, that we have left industrial and agricul-
ture and that type of thing, but just as a question, as I read it, the
Constitutionand I stand to be correctedonly mandates that the
census be taken every 10 years, for the purpose of reapportion-
ment. Yet, we know there is a great deal of apathy from respond-
ents in 1980 as a result of the number of questions and some of
them that they felt were on a personal nature.

What laws really exist that require the Bureau to gather all this
additional type of information? Is it just the idea that bureaucrats
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and bureaucracies are demanding that we have additional informa-
tion to predicate CPI's and indexes and all those things we go
through in statistical classes? I would be curious to know the
answer to that.

Mr. KEANE. If I may insert a point of history, it dates back to
1810. The fire census in 1790 was five questions. In 1810, because
of a pending war with Great Britain, the War of 1812, the census of
manufacturers started, and with that, seemed to launch and act as
a foundation for increasing interest by data users in statistics.

The ones that we serve and the questions that we ask which an-
swers lend themselves to that community are those that have been
pretty well justified to the Census Bureau and there are explicit
criteria that are contained in the written statement that help us to
determine. For instance, beyond the legal mandate, as you point
out is paramount, beyond that, though, are the statistics available
from some other source? For :nstance, in this deregulated environ-
ment, we have lost some of the sources for those statistics and that
is why the Census Bureau is in the position to be asked to make up
for that deficiency.

The scope of the requestthat is, how many people, how many
organizations would the data benefit? Another critierion is, is there
an alternative through so-called administrative records or perhaps
another data-gathering establishment within the Federal statistical
system So that is a little bit of the history and suggestion of three
or fcr..r of the criteria used in determining, and of course, it, as
wit', other aspects of the process and the questionnaire, are under
continual review through our standing advisory committees and
through other fora that we use.

Mr HANSEN. I know you can be extremely accurate on random
sampling and various statistical methods to ascertain certain
things, as pollsters do. They constantly amaze me how accurate
they can be.

Just out of curiosity, what do you do if a census taker is walking
into an area and knocks on the door and the person speaks
German? The man doesn't understand it. What do you do at that
point?

Mr KEANE.. I am going to let my bilingual colleague answer that.
Mr BOUNPANE. There are several things that could be done.

First of all, we produced study guides in 26 languages last time
that were available to enumerators so that if a person who spoke
German needed it, there was a package that they could get that
was in German that explained to them how to complete the census
form.

Second, we have the ability to obtain bilingual enumerators
when a need was identified.

Mr HANSEN. So you probably anticipate an area where you will
have a foreign tongue in it. You will send people in that are bilin-
gual.

Mr. BOUNPANE. In areas where we anticipated that, we asked
that the enumerator be bilingual, yes, particularly with regard to
Spanish.

Mr. HANSEN. What do you do if someone refuses?
Mr. BOUNPANE. We try to talk them into participating. If the

first person who visits is not capable of doing that, then we try to
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send the next person up the line and we make one more attempt
further up, and basically that is successful.

Mr. HANSEN. I guess what I am driving at is, is there any lan-
guage in the statute that would have any punishment for anyone?

Mr. BOUNPANE. Yes, the census is mandatory and there are pun-
ishments indicated for people who do not respond.

Mr. HANSEN. What would it be, a misdemeanor?
Mr. BOUNPANE. Pardon?
Mr. HANSEN. Misdemeanor or what?
Mr. BOUNPANE. I am not sure exactly what the penalties'are. We

could find out for you.
Mr. BUTZ. Possibly a visit by my cousin. [Laughter.]
Mr. BOUNPANE. That is more than a dismeanor, right? [Laugh.

ter.]
Mr. BOUNPANE. Congressman, we choose not to use those penal

ties as a hammer to say if you don't respond, you will be penalized
this way. Rather, we try to get people to cooperate because it is to
their benefit and a civic duty within the country to do that. That
tends to work.

Mr. HANsEm. Out of curiosity, have you ever found any group
that has any reason at all to reuse answering the census ques-
tionnaire? I got an interesting letter the other day that prompts
that question.

Mr. BOUNPANE. I don't know for what reasons. We have had
groups who have refused as a group to participate. We had some
instances of certain Indian tribes last time who did not want us to
enumerate them and we also had some difficulties with certain uni-
versities and we were able to overcome those through persuasion.

Mr. HANSEN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GARCIA. My colleague from Indiana.
Mr. MYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Pursuing further the count of empty houses, could you briefly

for the record only, and I say briefly because we haven't got room
to put 25 pagestell me how you give value to a vacant property,
or at leaska house that does not respond or an apartment that does
not respond? What value do you give to that?

Mr. BOUNPANE. Yes, we can submit that for the record.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, if you could put that in the record, I

think it is necessary.
Mr. GARCIA. Without objection.
[The information follows:]
We understand this question to mean what& we du about those households that

du not respond tu the questionnaire, either by mail or to an enumerator actually
visiting the household.

There are two categories involved. those houses that are truly vacant. at the time
of the ,:ensus, and those that are occupied but du nut respond to the mailed ques-
tionnaire. When we check our address control Mt and learn that we have not re-
ceived a i.r.ionse from an address, an enumerator guts to that address and makes a
determination about whether or nut the housing unit 13 occupied by certain criteria
that we provide. fur example, the appearance of the unit tare there curtains or
plants in the windows, toys in the yard, etc., or information obtained from neigh-
bors. If the determination is that the unit is truly vacant, it is tabulated as vacant,
and the housing unit characteristics are obtained by observation or comparison %via,
neighboring units, If it is determined that the unit is occupied, the enumerator ob-
tains information from the residents by direct interview. If the enumerator cannot
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obtain an interview after several visits, the enumerator lists the unit as occupied
and includes whatever information is available from observation, neighbors, or the
apartment manager about the number of persons living in the unit and characteris-
tics. Computer programs impute the missing information.

In a rare number of cases (about .3 percent in 1980), the enumerator is not even
able to determine if the unit is occupied or vacant, because contact with an appro-
priate respondent is never made. (Thew are called "unclassified units.") We have
two options for what to do with such cases. either not include them in the count or,
based on accepted statistical techniques, substitute or impute for the missing data.
The Bureau believes that using substitution and imputation improves the quality
and usefulness of the final tabulations, particularly because to choose to exclude
these cases would have the effect of imputing zero occupants where our evidence
indicates the truth is other than zero in most cases. The techniques used to impute
are accepted in the statistical community and thoroughly reviewed by our technical
advisory committees.

Mr MYERS. I, too, am troubledas a great many people are that
respond to these questionnairesabout the necessity for some of
the questions that are asked. I realize that there must be some
value to all those questions or you wouldn't go to the problem of
asking those questions, but as politicians, the ax falls on our head.
They are the ones who come around and say, "You are too damn
nosey already and here you are asking this personal question that
only my family and family clergy should know."

I know you explained how you try to formulate these questions,
butand there must be some compelling reasondo we need
really to ask all these questions? The original intention, and the
original authority for a census was to just count heads. Now we
have gone much beyond that and I realize the screening is very dif-
ficult Do we really get the value of what it costs us to collect, not
only in dollar cost, but also in the anxiety it presents, particularly
to elderly people or people who do not understand the reason, in-
cluding this Member of Congress, for some of the questions?

Mr KEANE. As I indicated in the testimony, it is the tradeoff be-
tween the interest and need of the users versus the length of the
questionnaire. NASA is not the only one in the space business. We
realize it, too, but we have got just so much space and we try to
make the most of it. We use our standing advisory committees. We
have a series of off-site conferences and I kind of wish you had
been to a few of those because when you try to cut one out, you
should hear the constituency. A victory often is to hold it to what
it is, let alone try and cut.

Mr MYERS. I know. I serve on Appropriations and I listen every
afternoon to 25 or 30 witnesses who say, "Yes, I want to support
cutting the budget, but don't ,ut my program." I hear that every
day, too. I wish you could hear some of those, too.

Mr KEANE. But because it is an important point, we have made
the criteria that we decide explicit, as I alluded to in my last
answer.

Mr MYERS. It just seems like there are a lot of these questions
that aren't necessary in my judgment. I know you send them up
for us to have some review anyway, and it seems that they could be
reduced.

Now, what is going to be the cost of this 1990 census? Do you
have any estimates at this time?

Mr KEANE. In total, approximately $1.8 billion, without getting
into any assumptions about future pay raises and the like-
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Mr. MYERS. Not quite a dollar a head, then, is it, for each person
counted?

Mr. KEANE. One of the goals for the 1990 is to keep the cost-per-
enumerated unit consistent with 1980.

Mr. MYERS. That would be, what, $5 per count?
Mr. BOUNPANE. Yes, that is correct, Congressman.
Mr. MYERS. That is more expensive than buying votes. Better let

us do it. We can do it cheaper.
Well, in closing, the chairman mentioned public service an-

nouncements and here, again, I think that might alleviate some of
the problems for you and certainly for us if we would soften up the
population by public service announcements ahead of time, stating
the necessity for asking theseI will put in quotations"ridicu-
lous" questions that they think are ridiculous and I somewhat
agree with some of them. If you could have public service an-
nouncements to announce not only the necessity and the purpose
for the questionnaire and of the census taking, but the necessity
for some of these questions and how they benefit the person being
counted.

I think that would help all the way around if you could have
some public service announcements to prepare the population.

Mr. GARCIA. Would my colleague yield?
Mr. MYERS. Certainly. X yield back my time.
Mr. GARCIA. Just on that point, I must say that in the two cities

you are now pretestingI speak now as a person of Hispanic back-
groundyou have a large Hispanic community in Tampa, FL, and
the largest Hispanic community in Jersey City. That is a freebie.

I mean, you can get the PSA's in there and alert people before-
hand. That is just for one small segment of the overall population,
but it doesn't cost anything. However, it would alert them and pre-
pare those who really are going to be frightened silly when they
get these forms.

You take the average poor person in my district, they receive
that long form, they say, "What the heck is this?" At least they
have some idea that someth ig is coming in. They still are going to
be as confused as hell, but at least it is not going to throw them
you know, give them a nervous breakdown.

I just think that my colleague is absolutely right. I think it is for
nothing. All of these people under the FCC guidelines would be de-
lighted to cooperate with you.

Mr. MYERS. I am also thinking about 1990 and preparation sever-
al months before, starting in 1989, in preparing the population by
public service announcements and whatever media you -an use.
May be we can help even if you give us information to puc in our
newsletters. what is coming and the necessity for responding.

The farmers who get frequent questionnaires from somebodyI
guess the Department of Agriculture conducts some of these cen-
susesand they think it is absolutely ridiculoussome of these
questions that are askedbecause they haven't been told the ne-
cessity and how they fit in, why it helps them to respond to these
questionnaires. I think you could help yourselves and certainly
help us, at least those of us who will be around in 1990. I don t
know who it is going to be. [Laughter.]
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Mr BOUNPANE. Congressman, we think you are absolutely right
and we are going to put additional effort into that. As Dr. Keane
mentioned, we are beginning earlier this year in our work with the
advertising council and more specifically, they are going to be
working with us in the census tests next year, in 1986, to begin for-
mulating programs, including public service announcements.

Mr MYERS. You mean we have got testa coming every year now?
Mr BOUNPANE. Well, not every year, but the next several years,

we do, yes. We take a breather at the end to make sure we can get
everything right.

Mr. MYERS. Rest up for the big one.
Mr. BOUNPANE. That is right.
Mr KEANE. I particularly like your notion, Congressman Myers,

about giving you something to feed to your constituents because
the census should be everybody's job, not just the Census Bureau,
not just the oversight; it is what a civilized nation does and it has a
royal return so all of us should have a role, all of us should have a
commitment and 1 welcome yours.

Mr GARCIA. I have a series of questions that we would like to
ask, but I think you have been patient. GAO is right behind you
and they have been patient. What I would like to do is, as we have
done in the past, submit the questions to you. If you would, be kind
enough to respond so that we would have an opportunity to insert
them in the hearing record.

Again, many thanks for being with us today.
Mr. KEANE. On behalf of the three of us, we thank you.
[The information follows:)
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Processing Equipment

Question I. As 1 understand, unless the Census Bureau starts the acquisition
and system development cycle no later than Spring 1986, the Census
Bureau will back itself into a position of deploying the current
FACT 80 systems, many of which have not yet been upgraded to meet
the needs of the 1990 census. How much time is the Census Bureau
allotting for identifying the needed equipment, to contract for and
install the hardware, to develop and test software, and to develop
procedures and training for staff?

Answer. The Census Bureau has defined an overall plan to reach decisions on

automation for the 1990 Decennial Census. This plan is the outgrowth

of the recognized need to establish an orderly and logical process

for determining the optimal configuration of offices, equipment, and

resources for the 1990 Decennial Census. More specifically, the

objective of this plan is to answer the primary question: How can

the Census Bureau design a system architecture (hardware, software,

telecommunications, and project management tools) to conduct the

census in the most effective and efficient manner possible? This

design requires a schedule of milestones that must be closely moni.

through September 1986 when the decision about the configuration

-Mutton of equipment for the 1990 census will be made. Then,

the ,rocuremunt process for the required equipment will begin In early

1981 to meet installation. including testing, schedules. Development

of procedures and training methodology Can occur concurrently with

procurement and installation. Two graphs of the major census milestones

required to meet the September 1986 decision cl..!e for data capture

and processing systems architecture and related procurement schedules

are attached.
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AUTOMATION PLANNING OVERVIEW

Extra 1 I Key Milestones

A. 8/83 Bureau Statement of Overall L. 8/86 Complete Bureau Review of Available
1990 Census Technologies

8. 12/84 Preliminary Development of
Criteria to Guide Oecisions

M. 9/86 Final Bureau Statement of Criteria
to Guide Decisions

C. 2/85 DOC Review and Clearance of N. 9/86 Bureau Selection of System Architectures
Goals and Objectives

D. 12/86 DOC Review and Clearance of Criteria
D. 2/85 DOC Review and Clearance of to Guide Decisions

Statement of Functions to be
Performed P. 12/86 .DOC Review of Available Technologies

E. 4/85 1985 Test Census Q. 12/86 00C Review and Approval of Recommended
System Architectures

F. 5/85 Contractor Review of Available
Technologies R. 3/87 Issue RFP's

G. 9/85 00C Review of Preliminary Analysis
of Alternative System Architectures

S. 11/87 Award Contracts

T. 1/89 Implement Automation Research and
H. 9/85 Evaluate 1985 Test Census Results Experimental Systems

I. 4/86 1986 Test Census U. 9/89 Finish Installation of Equipment

J. 7/86 Cost/Benefit Study of Options V. 4/90 Conduct 1990 Census

K. 8/86 Evaluate 1986 Test Results W. 12/92 Complete 1990 Automation Evaluations
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Question 2: If the Bureau decides to stay with the FACT 80 system, which was
used for the 1980 Decennial Census, what is the Bureau's timetable
in upgrading the system to meet the needs for processing the
1990 census?

Answer: The Bureau already has a commitment to the FACT 80 System for the

Current Population Survey. For this reason and for possible use

in the 1990 census, the 1980 FOSOIC is in the process of an upgrade

and the prototype upgrade is being tested. The first portion of

of the equipment necessary for the automated camera upgrade has

been ordered, with the prototype expected to be completed by the

fourth quarter of calendar year 1985.

Question 3: For the 1980 Decennial Census, the Bureau used approximately 60
cameras for the FOSOIC system. As I understand, the Bureau
currently has 30 cameras and may need as many as 120 cameras for
the 1990 census. What is the Bureau's schedule in acquiring
these additional cameras? I understand that it may well be too
late to meet the 120 requirement even if the decision were made
today.

Answer: The Bureau iS currently reviewing the status of the 30 cameras

it storage in Jeffersonville and, where necessary, will upgrade

those cameras as a result of any improvements determined necessary

by the tests of the previously discussed prototype camera. Should

the FACT 90 system be selected for data capture in the 1990 census,

a schedule will be developed for the additional cameras required

by the collection office/processing office configuration chosen.

Decisions in both these areas will take into account the time

necessary to acquire the additional equipment. We believe that

the number of cameras needed will be closer to 60 than 120 and

our present schedule calls for beginning construction of

additional cameras in the fall of 1986.
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Question 4: You mention on page 9 of your testimony that the keying method to
capture census data is a very flexible data capture technique.

What do you mean by "flexible?" Is not keying a dated technique
in light of all the technical advances made since the 1960 census?

Answer: Considering the technical advances made since the 1960 census,

keying is a more traditional data capture technique; however, it

provides flexibility in three areas of the data capture system.

First, it allows for widely dispersed or decentralized district

offices since keying stations have fewer constraints than other

methods under consideration. Second, direct data entry through

keying will eliminate the manual operation of converting write-in

responses on the questionnaire to a numeric code since the computer

can code the keyed word. The third aspect of flexibility is

increased freedom in designing the questionnaire since capturing

the data is not dependent on the form being computer-readable, and

the form, therefore, can be made "user-friendly."

Question 5; In the Tampa pretest, the Bureau chose to use the keying method
to capture all data other than responses to the short form
questionnaire instead of using the FOSOIC and the automated
camera technology used in the 1980 Decennial Census. Isn't

this a step backwards in the use of available technology?
If you plan to use the keying methods for the 1990 census,
how many keying equipment do you anticipate needing? Now many

clerks do you plan to hire to operate the equipment?

Answer; We used the keying method in Jersey City and the OMR method

in Tampa. We do not believe that keying is a "step backward"

since it still is a widely-used method of data entry by banks,

tfor example, the IRS, large merchandising operations and other

organizations). Canada keyed its last census after previously

using FOSOIC and considered it an unqualified success. Furthermore,

no matter what data capture technology is chosen to support the
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the conversion of questionnaire information for the 1990 decennial

census, keying will still be required to support many census

operations which cannot use any other method of data entry.

Keying offers flexibility in the area of forms design (for

processing and developing a userfriendly form) and the ability

to use any existing paper stock to print the 130 million question-

naires required. OMR or FOSOIC technologies require special paper

specifications and sensitive printing tolerances.

The number of key stations needed is tied to the number of

weeks to be allowed for the data capture prOcess (currently

we are working toward making that as short as possible), the

number of key strokes per hour temporary employees Can produce

(we are looking at what our research can tell us is reasonable),

how much verification and rekeying our quality standards will

require, and how many shifts a day we are willing to support.

All of these factors can affect radically the number of estimated

key stations, so that we cannot at this time give a meaningful

estixate. The number of clerks needed would depend, of course,

upon the number of key stations determined to be the optimum

number, as well as the number of shifts needed to process the

data within the time constraints.

Questionnaire Content and Design

Question I. Out of the many questions in the 1980 Decennial Census I am
amazed that the Bureau chose to question the validity of
responses on the Spanish origin question. You've mentioned
on page 14 of your testimony that It is difficult to ask
race and Spanish origin questions and obtain valid answers.

HOw does the Bureau knew how valio other answers are)

.77
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The statement in the testimony to which you refer does not

mean to indicate that the Spanish origin question responses

were the only ones which we evaluated. Beginning with the

1950 census, the Bureau has had a program in each decennial

census to validate responses to most of the questions asked.

These have taken the form of reinterviews, record checks and

response variance studies. Reports have been published on the

results from the 1950, 1960, and 1970 validation. A report on

the work for the 1980 census is in process.

Question 2. I would like to see the Bureau break the short form of the 1980
census into the categories stated on page 13 under the first
standard of questionnaire content (i.e., data needed for
constitutional or legislative reasons; those needed specifically
to administer Federal, state, and local programs; and those
needed to describe the American population and housing stock).

This question was asked orally at the hetring by Chairman Garcia and the

Census Bureau submitted a document showing the Federal uses of the data collected

by the questions on the short form.

Question 3. As I understand, the purpose of the Jersey City test census is
to test the two-stage approach. You have mentioned on page 20
of your testimony that the two-stage approach may be one way to
allow a quicker count of people and their essential characteristics,
such as age. race and sex. And, that if the mail response rate
is Increased by the shorter form, answers to these basic questions
may be more accurate as well. Our staff director has been advised
that the rate of return on the test census is currently 34-percent
on the short form questionnaire. You have also mentioned in your
testimony that the Jersey City test census is experiencing a low
mail return rate. Perhaps the return rate is related to the
number of questions. If the Census Bureau is interested in quicker
counts of people and their essential characteristics, why has the
Census Bureau chosen to reduce only the size of the questionnaire
form rather than to reduce the number of questions?
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Answer: In the 1985 tests, as well as in 1980, we only asked 7 questions

of each person, and only 10 about the housing unit, on a complete-

count basis. It only took the average household 10 to 15 minutes

to complete this information and we believe the very high mail

return rate (about 83%) in 1980 Is evidence that this short form

Is very acceptable to respondents. The questions on the short

form are those needed to provide data necessary at the small

geographic level, while those asked on the longer form are needed

at larger geographic levels: counties, states, and so forth.

In order to detemine what questions should be asked in the 1890

census, we hive been reviewing the legislative and programmatic

requirements through a series of Local Public Meetings across

the country. Interagency Working Groups, and the Federal Agency

Council. We always receive requests for far more questions than

the ones that finally make it to the questionnaire.

The reference to reducing the size of the questionnaire, we

believe. is to the form used for our test of Optical Mark Reading

technology in Tampa and not to any form used in the Jersey City

test. The form was prepared in the size acceptable by the machine

which we were testing.
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Ouestioo 4. Regarding questionnaire content, you have mentioned on page 11
of your testimony that data Is collected by Census because
various users "substantiated* their need for information. Has

the Census Bureau validated the users' needs?

Answer. Our wide-ranging consultative process, together with the application

of the six criteria outlined in my testimony, will constitute a

legitimate assessment of the data needs for the 1990 census. The

opportunity afforded Congress by our submission of proposed questions

contributes to that needs assessment.

Question 5. On page 12 of your testimony, you have mentioned that one of
your criteria for planning the 1990 census is to Strike the
proper balance between the users' needs for information and
the length of the questionnaire, What about the cost factor

in processing data?

Answer. We do consider the quality, cost, and difficulty of processing

the data. One should realize that reducing or increasing the

number of questions for which data are collected by a few items

items will have only a marginal effect on the total adminis-

trative costs and difficulties of conducting the census. MoSt

of the cost and difficulties are incurred in finding all the

people to count and enumerating the basic set of questions.
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Undercount

Question 1. A lot of money was spent on the 1980 Decennial Census to minimite
the undercount. Has the Census Bureau reduced the underCount
differential between the white population and the minority population
in the 1980 census as coopared to the 1970 census? is the disparity
between the White and the minority populations the same even with the
efforts taken in the 1980 census? What new techniques will be used
in the 1990 census to reduce the disproportionate undercount of the
minority groups?

Answer. Our estimates of coverage in the 1980 census are not sufficiently

accurate to provide us with exact information, but it appears that

undercount differential has been reduced but not eliminated.

In 1990 we will expand our outreach efforts by supplementing the

successful 1980 activities with new efforts that appear feasible.

In this regard, we have already initiated contacts with minority

groups. Such as our January 1984 meeting with representatives of

the Black. Hispanic, Asian and Pacific Islander. and Native

American communities. We are also now e.termining which of our

other 1980 coverage-improvement operations are cost-effective and

should be repeated and looking at potential new measures. Such

as the use of administrative records.

Question 2. On page 21 of your testimony, you have mentioned that studies
have consistently shown some groups are undercounted at a dis-
proportionate rate to the rest of the population. Why not make
adjustments for these groups?

Answer: This is a very complicated issue for a number of reasons. The

ability to adjust equitably depends upon determining the extent of

the undercount and determining it in time t make any adjustment

a useful one. Any estimate of the number 0 '?Sons missed will

contain error and an adjustment based upon such an estimate may
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prove to he less equitable than the original counts. Particu-

larly If an adjustment is made at all levels of geography. it

may never be possible to measure coverage accurately enough to

allow equitable adjustment. Furthermore, in the past, we have

not been able to make estimateS about coverage until long after

the census numbers were issued and in use by everyone.

There are other complicating factors. There are questions about

legal nbstecles to adjustment as well as procedural difficultieS.

The perception of an announced policy of adjusting the numbers

might adversely affect the public acceptance of the census.

General

Question 1. On page G of your testimony you mentioned the Census Dureau'S
management for the 1990 census. 1 would like to have the manage-
ment plan Suomitted as part of the hearing record.

Answer: The organizational structure, which will be used to plan for the

1990 Census. is under the direction of an Assistant Director for

Demographic Census and is comprised mainly Of two divisions, the

Decennial Planning Divisionresponsible for developing the Overall

census plans and budgets- -and the Decennial Operations Division- -

responsible for developing the a:Amsted collection and processing

systems. Moth divisions are staffed and operating, and a number of

cross-division groups have been established to manage the overall

operations. The primary management group Is the Census Managers,

composed of a high-level experienced person from each division

involved with census activities (such as Field, Geography, Popu-

lation, Musing, Statistical Methods, and so forth, as well as
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support divisions such a Procurement, Public Information, Budget,

and so forth). This group meets twice weekly, el) an average, and

is responsible for overall coordination and issue resolution. The

Division Chiefs of these same "census-involved divisions" also

meet regularly, as well as those persons designated as 1986 test

coordinators, and a number of other task forces on specific Subjects.

On the basis of program plans developed over the past year 4nd a

half, a Management Information System for the 1990 Census has been

entered into the computer and is being refined for use as the over.

all managment tool. It is based en a prototype developed for the

1985 tests, which is presently in use daily, along with an automated

cost and progress reporting system, with menu-driven software

accessible by the various cens ,,s divisions and managers. As

the Census Bureau learns what kinds of reports prove most useful

and what formats are the most efficient, these ideas will be

incorporated into the 1990 system.

The plan is currently undergoing review by tenSuS Bureau divisions

and being revised into its final form. When revised, it can be

submitted for the record.

QueStion 2. On page 18 of your testimony you mentioned estaulishing committees
to represent four minority population groups. When will theso
committees be in place?

Answer: lie requested the estabi. "J' . of four minority advisory committees,

the formation of which the Commerce Department has approved. We

hope to have the firSt formal meetings of the four minority
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advisory committees later this year. They will be able to contri-

bute to our planning for 1990 on such important items as the

1986 National Content Test and our outreach plans for 1990. In

the meantime, we have been holding special purpose meetings with

minority leaders over the last year and a half to explore issues

of concern to them and our testing plans for the near future.

Question 3: On page 21 you mentioned establishing a specific set of criteria
that will determine whether it is statistically reasonable to
adjust tne census counts. Ko will establish the criteria? Are

there any drifts which can be submitted to the Subcommittee?

Answer: We are currently developing a set of criteria to be used to

determine whether or not our estimates of coverage in the census

are good enough to be used and whether the effects of the adjust-

ment based upon them would be equitable. We do not presently

have any drafts of criteria to submit to the Congress. but we

are planning to share all of the information we develop with

Congress.

Question 4: for the record, what value does the Bureau place on nonrespondents

of census surveys?

Answer; This question was asked by Congressman Myers at the hearing and

an answer was submitted for insertion in the hearing record at

that point.
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Additional Census Bureau Questions

Question 1: The Constitution's only mandate is that a census be taken every
ten years for the purposes of reapportionment. As you know.
there was a great deal of apathy from respondents In the 1980
census as the result of the number of questions and their
personal nature. What laws now exist that require the Bureau
to gather this type of information?

Answer: We do not agree that there was a "great deal of apathy" in the

1980 census and suggest that a mail response rate of about 83%

would tend to contradict that view.

For the 1980 census, we prepared a document listing each question

and the legal or progammatic citation for each one. A copy of

that document is attached.-
./

As we determine the questions to be

asked in the 1990 census, we will prepare a similar document and

submit it to the Congress.

Question 2. The GAO believes that you are not proceeding In a timely manner
with the selection of the computer system. Are you behind
schedule and in the end will the 1990 census be more costly?

Answer: In the answer to a previous question, we detailed the schedule

we have developed to determine the optimal configuration of

offices. equipment, and resources for the 1990 census. We have

met or are ahead of that schedule. A primary goal of our planning

process is to keep the cost of the 1990 census no higher than the

per unit cost of the 1980 census and that goal has been a

primary consideration in development of the plan to design

system architecture.

Retained in official hearing file.
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Question 3: Do you feel that the cost of the 1990 Census will be less than
the 1980 census due to the use of computers, or would you say
that the cost will not be decreased by use of computers?

Answer: Our goal for the 1990 census is to maintain the cost per housing

unit at the same level as in the 1980 census. We anticipate that

the increased use of automation will contriNte toward the

achievement of that goal.

Question 4: A computer is only as good as its operator. What specific training

do you have in mind when the computer is available to all 12 offices?
Have you already begun this training, and, if not, why not?

Answer: We are not sure what this que.tion means, particularly the reference

to the computer being available to all 12 offices, which we assume

means our Regional Offices. We are aware, however, of the need to

train employees to use automated equipment, and our current employees

are receiving training to perform their daily responsibilities.

In connection with the 1990 census, we are well awar, of the potential

difficulties we could face in training a large number of temporary

employees to use automated equipment, and for that reason are seeking

to develop a system that is relatively simple and does not require

a high level of computer expertise to use.
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Question 5: We will hear testimony from GAO today stating that they do not
believe that your automation approach has been perfected.
This Is the same testimony they submitted last year. Can you
give us assurance that this assumption is not correct?

Answer: We have not yet finally chosen our automation system architecture,

and our planning schedule does not call for that choice to be

made until the fall of 1986. We are not Sure what "perfected"

may mean in the context of this question, but we believe that

a prudent choice of automation equipment and its entire system

design needs to be based upon evidence derived from actual

tests, which we are conducting in 1985 and 1986 for this purpose.

Question 6: Has the Bureau given any consideration to limiting the question-
naire to more basic questions in order to obtain a more accurate
Population count?

Answer. We have no evidence to demonstrate that limiting the number of

questions beyond the few basic questions now asked of everyone

would ensure a more accurate population count. Even though mail

return rate and accuracy are not the same thing, it's interesting

to point out that in the 1980 census, the mail return rate for

the sample form was only slightly lower than the mall return rate

for the short form. in the review which the Bureau conducts,

however, in preparation for choosing the subjects about wntch

questions should be asked in the census, extensive consideration

is given to the possibility of eliminating any unnecessary questions.
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Question 7: In the 1980 Census, nearly all the states and larger cities
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to promote the census,
which was in addition to the money spent by the Census Bureau.
What has been accomplished by the Census Bureau to eliminate
this added expense to make people aware of the importance of

the Census?

Answer: We have just recently got agreement from the Advertising

Council that they would like to direct our advertising effort

for the 1990 census, and we believe that by involving the

Advertising Council early, they can assist with our test censuses,

and we will eventually develop an even more effective promotion

campaign than we had in 1980. We are expanding all of our

outreach efforts as well as adding a number of new approaches.

Additionally, we will be working with local areas to develop

ways for them to assist us in promoting the census through local

organizations and existing mechanisms.

Question 8: The GAO observations are that the 1990 address
as complete as the 1980 address list, and that
worked closely with the Postal Service. Since

was so anxious to obtain the address list from

why has there not been more emphasis placed on
cation of their address list?

list may not be
you have not
the Census Bureau
the Postal Service,
the use and appli

Answer: We do not agree with the GAO observations that the 1990 address

list may not be as complete as the 1980 address list, and take

strong exception to the statement that we have not worked closely

with the Postal Service. We have tested the Postal Service ability

to compile address lists, as well as a number of other methods for

creating and updating the lists. At this point, It does not anpear

that the Postal Service lists would be more CoSt efficient or

more complete than lists we prepare by other methods. We will
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lists for 1990 and expect them to be as good, if not better,

than the 1980 lists.

We are currently working with the LISPS on a regular basis and

will be establishing an interagency task force in he next few

months 'to examine a whole range of ways in which the LISPS can

help us take the 1990 census. Their present cooperation in

conducting the Address List Compilation Test and the 1985 test

censuses has been outstanding.

Question 9. In 1971, the census questionnaire was sent up for congressional
approval. What is going to be your timing for approval for the
1990 questionnaire?

Answer; The Census Bureau is required by Title 13, Section 141, to

identify the subjects to be collected by the census to Congress

by April 1981 and to provide the specific content items to

Congress by April 1988.

Question 10. Are there going to be any changes In the type of questions asked
on the employment questionnaire for enumerators?

Answer: We presently have no plans to change these questions.
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Question 1: in your testimony you mention how the Bureau is evaluating

noncash benefits received by the non-poor as well as the

poor. But why has the Bureau's efforts been more concentrated

on noncash benefits received by the poor?

The Bureau has concentrated research efforts on estimating the value of

noncash benefits received mainly by the low-income population because

the 1981 Senwte directive charged the Bureau to place emphasis on these

benefits.

Question 2; According to your testimony, it seems that the Bureau includes

only health and pension plan coverage as employer-provided

noncash benefits. Why not others such as tax credits, tax

deduction, stock options, fringe benefits, etc.?

The survey questionnaire used to obtain noncash benefit data presently

includes only employer - provided health and pension plans. These are by

far the two most common noncash benefits received from employers. infor-

mation on other 'fringe" benefits such as stock options, use of automobiles,

meals, etc., could also be collected; however, their value is small compa-ed

to health and pension plans. Benefits that reduce net tax liabilities

are reflected in Income measures after taxes. We do have a program that

produces and publishes estimates of income after taxes ul,ing computer

simulation techniques. Within the next year we will have new data from

the Survey of Income and Program Participation that will permit us to

examine these tax-related issues in more detail.
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Question 3. Now does the Bureau determine which noncash benefits to

include or exclude? What are the criteria? Who determines

the criteria?

Selection of the types of noncash benefits to be valued and included as in.

come for purposes of measuring a household's current economic Situation raises

both conceptual and empirical problems. Conceptually, benefits could range

from food stamps to national defense. Empirically, it is technically more

feasible to collect Survey data on food stamps and assign them a monetary

value than to collect data and assign 4 value to the wide variety of

employer - provided fringe benefits. Tne valuation research we have conducted

so far has been limited to benefits received from major government assistance

programs mainly because of the 1981 Senate directive that stressed low-Income

programs. We concentrated on those programs that affect the current economic

situation in a direct way, are received by large segments of the population,

and can be measured in the surveys now available. A complete distuSsion

of this issue is planned for the upcoming research conference.

Question 4: By adding the market value of medical care as income, the

poverty rate for the elderly would significantly be reduced.

Now doeS the Bureau Justify methodologies of evaluating

noncash benefits which lead to a conclusion that the "sicker

you are the richer you are"? Does the Bureau have consi-

deration to change the methodologies in valuing noncash

benefits to measure poverty more justly?

MediCaid coverage is not based on the actual amount of medical care

received (that would lead to the conclusion that 'the sicker you are,

the richer you are"), but is based on expenditures per person within

risk classes (essentially an insurance approach). It is true that
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persons who are aged or disabled will have a greater than average dollar

income assigned to them because they are in risk classes with higher

than average medical costs. The difference among risk classes is especially

great when the market value method includes expenditures for tha institu-

tionalized because this method calculates costs per person by dividing

total expenditures on the institutionalized and noninstitutionalized by

the number of covered noninstitutionalized persons.

The use of the market value approach tends to provide a consistency

between estimates of government outlays on social programs and estimates

of the benefits received by program participants. Analysts interested

in the consistency between aggregate economic accounts and economic data

from household surveys regard this as a desirable attribute of the

market value approach. The Census Bureau nresents this approach as one

of several possible experimental methods. We understand the reservations

that have been expressed by some users, but we are still in a period of

experimentation and are not yet ready to discard or adopt any particular

approach.

Question 5: In the agenda of the conference on noncash benefits, it

is noted that there are 9 experimental estimates of the

extent of poverty in addition to the official rate.

Now were the estimates derived?

The estimates differ according to the method of valuation used and the

t
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typeS of noncash benefits included as income. An outline of the estimates

is presented below:

1. Official estimate: money income only

2. Market value approach: income defined to include

food and housing benefits

3. Market value approach: income defined to include

food and housing benefits and medical care benefits

for noninstitutionalized persons

4. Market value approach: income defined to include food

and housing benefits and medical care benefits for

institutionalized persons and noninstitutionalized persons

5. Recipient or cash equivalent value approach: income

in defined to include food and housing benefits

6. Recipient or cash equivalent value approach: income

defined to include food and housing benefits and

medical care for noninstitutionalized persons

7. Recipient or cash equivalent value approach: income

defined to include food and housing benefits and

medical cart benefits for institutionalized persons

and noninstitutionalized persons

B. Poverty budget share value approach: income

defined to include food and housing benefits

9. Poverty budget share value approach: income

defined to include food and housing benefits and

medical care benefits for noninstitutionalized persons

10. Poverty budget Share value approach: income

defined to include food and housing benefits

and medical care benefits for institutionalized

persons and noninstitutionalized persons
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Question 6. What is the Bureau planning beyond the conference on noncash

benefits to increase understanding of the methodS of evaluating

noncash benefits and the procedures to implement those methods?

The Census Bureau will spend a period of time studying the proceedings

and recommendations of the conference on noncash benefits. The next

step after that is not yet determined. but it may involve. for example.

the preparation of a technical paper this would attempt to offer a clear

exposition of the issues involved in valuing noncash benefits. Such a

paper would describe our own work as well as the analysis and comments

prepared by other data users within and outside of government.

Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Anderson, we welcome you again. If you would
be kind enough to introduce your colleagues.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. ANDERSON, DIRECTOR, GENERAL
GOVERNMENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, AC-
COMPANIED BY JACK KAUFMAN, SUPERVISOR OF AUDITS AND
ELEANOR CHELIMSKY, DIRECTOR OF GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE'S PROGRAM EVALUATION AND METHODOLOGY DIVI-
SION

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
here again before you.

To my right is Jack Kaufman, who is on my staff. Jack is in
charge of our work at the Bureau of the Census. He is truly expert
in a lot of these matters. To my left is a peer: it is an unusual
thing for two division directors to be at the table at the same time
fur a hearing. Eleanor Chelimsky is Director of our Program Eval-
uation and Methodology Division. She is charged with addressing
the issue of the poverty level question.

Jack and myself are here to speak to the issues concerning the
1990 census.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to have our
full statement entered into the rec2rd and then Eleanor and I will
each briefly summarize the points that are made in out parts of
the statement.

Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Anderson, I was hoping you would say that.
[Laughter.]

Mr. ANDERSON. I kind of thought you would, sir.
In any event, the 1980 census cost $1.1 billion, but one point I

would like to make is that it did continue a trend that the Census
Bureau can feel proud of. In fact, it has succeeded in improving the
coverage with each succeeding census. Back in 1960, for example,
the overall undercount. was about 2.7 percent, which was about 5
million people. In 1970, they had reduced it to 2.5 percent, about
5.3 million people, a slight increase, but by 1980and I was as-
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tounded at that final result when I first learned the number-0.4
percent overcount, which is, by my reckcning, less than a million
people.

Now, I recognize that that reflects a lot of overs and unders, in
particular, on the black and on the other categories, but it is a fact
that in 1960, the black undercount was estimated at 8 percent, in
1970, they had it down to 7.7 percent, and in 1980, they estimate
they had it down to 4.5 percent, which is certainly moving in the
right direction.

On the other hand, the Census Bureau has done some tests using
the current populations survey data base, trying to look behind
even in more refined fashion what the experience was on the 1980
census with respect to some of these groups. I cited a figure of a
black undercount of 4.5 percent. On that more refined basis, this
other technique indicated that the true undercount could have
varied from an overcount of 0.7 percent to an undercount of 7.2
percent. With respect to nonblack Hispanics, the range is even
worse, from a 0.2 percent overcount to an undercount of 7.6 per-
cent Now, I think it is important to recognize, and the Director
brought it out in his testimony, that the Census Bureau has people
dedicated to try and deal with this problem of coping with the un-
dercounts In particular, they are exploring something that, on the
face of it makes a lot of sense, can you apportion, can you distrib-
ute in some logical fashion, the scientifically estimated amount of
undercount for these groups in order to compensate for it? They
are working with the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on
National Statistics to get some advice about whether, in fact, that
can be done in some valid fashion for apportioning the undercount.

I know you are aware that there were over 50 lawsuits in the
19R0 census from various parties and jurisdictions asserting that
the in counts were inaccurate

The Bureau has set some worthy goals for itself for the 1990
census. I am going to read them, I think they are important. It
wants to conduct the 1990 census without increasing the perhous-
ing unit cost in 1980 dollars, they v.ant to expedite the availability
of the data to the users. They ran about 1 year late on making the
final data distributions for the 1980 census, as I know you are
aware They want to maintain a high rate of overall coverage and
improve the accuracy of small area data while reducing the under-
count differential foi population groups and geographical areas.
They want to strike an appropriate balance between the time it
takes respondents to complete the questionnaire and the need for
information by census data users.

They have accelerated their testing activities so that they are
now 1 year ahead of the 1980 census in terms of what is being done
to test the anticipated processes compared with 1980. Now, there
are two ongoing tests that Jack Kaufman and his staff have visited
and have information on.

One of them involves a test of the questionnaire and this is an
idea that GAO proposed back in 1976, and I am sure others felt the
Bureau could try it as well, a two-stage questionnaire basis. For the
1980 census, 81 pert, t of the population got the short form and 19
percent of the population got the long form. The proposal was
made, in order to get that data quickly, to use the, short form for
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100 percent of the population, then go in with a second, longer
form, on a sample basis. This recognizes that some people will have
been Lsked with filling out a form twice, but at least it will accom-
plish the basic constitutional purpose of executing the census hope-
fully, more effectively, and certainly more timely.

Well, in Jersey City, they split the city in half. In half they are
proceeding with the two-stage process. Everybody gets the short
form and a subset get the longer form. In the other half of the city,
they are doiaig as they did in 1980. We think that it is important
that these questionnaire decisions be made timely because the
point was made that the questionnaire decisions relate to the auto-
mation decisions, the type of automation, the capacity, the distribu-
tion, and all sorts of other things.

They say that the questionnaire decisica is slated to be made
next year. Our view is that that crowds things, in terms of having
all of your ducks in place for the 1990 census. You heard the Direc-
tor /assert that everything is proceeding more or less on a master
schedule that takes them through to 1992. I will come back to that
a little later, sir.

The automation is being tested in Tampa. That point was also
made, and I won't get into it in any great detail. They are using a
piece of equipment that Westinghouse developed, an optical mark
reader, to read some mark-sensed forms that were filled out by
people using a Census Bureau-provided No. 2 pencil. That will also
be one of the pieces of automation that will be tested in Los Ange-
les next year.

Our view is that they still may end up falling back on the FACT
SO system, which you are ava,...e of, involves microfilming and then
using the FOSDIC device to read the film and get it into the com-
puter.

I vvant to read something that I thought was very, very relevant
to this in closing here. This was a letter that the Under Secretary
for Economic Affairs at Commerce sent to us back in October of
1982. This was in response to a report that we had prepared at
your request, Mr. Chairman.

Look at the undercount problems back in 1982 and what lessons
did you learn from that? He said:

The unit. constraints under which the Bureau must conduct and process a decen
alltil cefibtla di) nut permit expensive tuneconsurnint., repair ur maintenance actici
ttes. WilliJitA training, ur dependency on a system which might be culneruble to se
....ray infringements. Further. the automated system must allow quick and efficient

in :he ecent electrical mechanical difficulties are encountered. The Bureau
cunnut atruid the problems which would result from Shifting from an automated to

niariuul procedure an midstream in the enumeration and or datacapture period.

I thought we were leading in that direction a little earlier_ We in
GAO don't have the assurance that the way things are in process
right now are going to assure that there is sufficient time to debug
the system tutally. The point was well made on the IRS' problems
with the UNIVAC equipment that it put in the service centers.
That is another activity, because it is within my GAO jurisdiction
that I hav e some knowledge of. I could see the census automation
activity building into the same type of thing if the Bureau doesn't
allow sufficient lead time for appropriate equipment testing.
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The director spoke of this master schedule that has been pre-
pared. Something I am not sure about is whether the Bureau has
prepared a NASA-sponsored program evaluation and review tech-
nique. Using that techniques you have a lot of things going on in-
dependently but they all converge to a common-end goal and are
properly synchronized with targets. I really haven't seen then laid
out like thlit. It might be some type of reporting you would want to
call on them for that would lay out how these various streams are
really going to come together and really provide total assurance
that the.lead times are there. They are so professional in so many
respects that I hesitate to say they aren't going to do it.

Let me stop there, if I may, Mr. Chairman, and Ms. Chelimsky
will summarize her part of the testimony.

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen. I am very
glad to be here, along with Mr. Anderson. We, of course, have a
very different sort of project to report on.

I just want to remind you one more time what it is that we are
doing. We are developing an evaluative method for assuring the
technical adequacy and the fairness of the methods that are used
for valuing in-kind benefits. We are not developing formulas our-
selves; we are evaluating the methods that exist. I wanted to make
that clear.

We are just beginning our work and we have looked at the three
methods that everybody knows well; the market value method; the
recipient value method and the poverty budget shares method.
Before going into what we have been finding, I would like to intro-
duce our Study Director, Dr. David Cordray, just to let you know
that he is here with us today.

Even at the very beginning of our technical work, we have iden-
tified features of the proposed methods that could lead to distor-

xis in the general understanding of poverty in the United States.
or example, the poverty rate for the elderly is greatly affected in

valuing noncash benefits by the inclusion of medical care transfers.
Adding the market value of medical care to income in 1979 reduces
the number of elderly in poverty by 2.6 million in that year. How-
ever, about 28 percent of all Medicare payments are accounted for
by services rendered to persons who die within a 12-month period.

Now, since the val, ltion method for Medicare assigns an aver-
age benefit level to all ogram participantsand that word "aver-
age" is importantthe etensive and expensive services provided
to those who are in the terminal pariod of their lives are credited
to the well-being of many others who may have received no actual
services during that 12 months.

This not only exaggerates or could exaggerate the real benefits
that are received, but can also cause a change in the poverty status
of some participants without a corresponding increase in the serv-
ices they receive.

This concern and others are detailed in the technical appendix of
our testim..my and, of course, we would be happy to answer any
questions you have on that.

In developing and demonstrating methods for valuing noncash
benefits, the Bureau of the Census has been very candid about
their strengths and their limitations. We are very impressed by
their professional skills, but these methods, which are currently
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being used by policy analysts have not been comprehensively exam-
ined by a group independent of the Bureau. We think this is a
problem.

Our preliminary work reveals a number of areas where the pro-
cedures that would be used for each valuation technique that has
been proposed could be subject to technical errors and these may
have a considerable distorting influence on the derivation of pover-
ty indicators and rates.

I would just like to quickly summarize the kinds of findings that
we have so that it is clear that these are nontrivial. We are finding
disparities between the methods' concepts and their measurement.
I think you will see in the technical appendix the discussion we
have of the recipient-value method. That method, for example, is
supposed to be a utility fuaction which looks at what people would
pay for these services, but in fact, there is no very good way to
measure it a nd what we have instead is "normal" expenditures at
different levels of income.

Well, that presents a validity problem because we don't know to
what degree those measures represent that concept. We call that a
nonequivalent comparison group in the trade and that is a serious
problem.

The second set of proLlt.ms we are finding is disparities between
the computational procedures used and the actual benefits. If you
look at page 9 of the technical appendix, you will notice we set up
a hypothetical table of 50 families. What we are talking about here
are computational procedures: the use of things like averages
versus the median. If you take the average of all the medical serv-
ices used by ahe people in that table, you see it comes to $3,000 a
family. If you add that on to each family's income, you find that
you have catapulted 32 families into the middle class from under
the poverty line, whereas, if you use the median, you have another
alternative. I am not making the case for the medianI think
there may be many other ways to do thisit is just to point out
that there are some distortions involved in using the average. But
if you do use the median, you come up with a $500 differential,
which only moves five fr.nilies out of poverty, and that is a much
closer relationship to the poverty rate as we know it. So the point
here is not that one is better than the other, but that they are dif-
ferent and that there may be some distortions involved.

Some other problems that we found are generally technical ones
that are involved in obtaining data for exe'uting the methods.
These represent another set of problems. Here, of course, what we
find is problems of sample size, problems of response bias and
lems of nonresponse. There are things that can be done to resolve
those problems and the issue is to what degree the methods distort
technical accuracy and fairness in the apportionment of these
values.

Now, a large number of individuals and families could be affect-
ed by the use of these calculations. For policy analyses that address
issues involving the evaluation of noncash benefits, the new meth-
ods are at present the best ones available: they are the state of the
art. But because of the problems I mentioned earlier, we feel that
it would be prudent to suspend major changes in policy and deci-
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sions regarding eligibility and the distribution of funds until these
methods have been comprehensively and independently examined.

That concludes what I wanted to say. We welcome any questions
you may have.

Mr. GARCIA. I must tell you that I think, in the 2 or 3 minutes
that you used, you have taught us a great deal very quickly and
you have the documentation here. I especially like case No. 13 on
your chart where you have the actual medical benefit as $100,000.

Ms CHELIMSKY. Right. That really explains the problem because
the central tendency is

Mr. GARCIA. Yes. Let me just say this to you, that in my own
particular case when my mother passed away, she was hospitalized
for a good period of time at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York,
and there is no question that the medical bills were astronomical.
From there, obviously, she was not part of any statistic because she
passed away.

MS. CHELIMSKY. Exactly.
Mr. GARCIA. And yet, her statistic would then remain for those

who are living and that is just from my own personal case. Are you
going to be a participant in that Bureau of the Census----

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Not as car as I know, but I fully expect that we
will be down there.

Mr GARCIA, I would hope that you would be a participant. There
are still some people from the Bureau of the Census in leadership
positions at this hearing today and I would hope that they would
make a point of that. I couldn't haw said it better, and I mean
that.

Ms. CHELIMSKY. Thank you.
Mr. GARCIA. My colleague from Utah?
Mr HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your com-

ments. Everything I was going to ask about, you have covered. So,
Mr Chairman, I appreciate their excellent comments and thank
them for being here with us today.

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. GARCIA. We have just two quick questions and I want to

thank you, Mr. Anderson, because you have testified before com-
mittees quite often. You have a manner in which you zip through
and get right to the meat of the subject and let's go on to the next.

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, sir.
Mr GARCIA. Out of all the studies the GAO has done to evaluate

the 1990 decennial census. In short, would you say that the Census
Bureau is on target with its plans to carry out the 1950 census in a
cost-effective manner?

Mr. ANDERSON. I am apprehensive, sir, based upon what I see
today.

Mr. GARCIA. You are apprehensive?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. GARCIA. Would you like to elaborate?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir. I am concerned on the equipment issue

e-pecially, and on the questionnaire. To me, -e are being tardy in
making some important decisions. I am not sure that late 1986 is
an appropriate date. We do not believe the Bureau can wait that
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long to make the questionnaire decision. And I am not sure that
the equipment decision can be safely put off another year or two.

I can understand that it is always great to have a little more
time to study your options, but givenand I will hark back to the
IRS experience, given the importance of getting that equipment
manufactured, an early decision is necessary. For example, the
Westinghouse equipment that is being tested, they have in the 10
years they have been manufacturing that thing, only made 100 of
them. And they require some multiple of that to be produced in the
next couple of years, a variation of it, because they have already
identified things that would have to be done differently.

Regarding the FACT 80 equipmentif they have to start manu-
facturing additional cameras and all the associated hardware, I am
concerned that they get on with it as quickly as possible. We have
spoken to some of the manufacturers, both NCS, which is the com-
pany that acquired the Westinghouse division that manufactured
the equipment, as well as Kodak, and they are saying, "They better
hurry up and do something soon."

Mr. GARCIA. I was mentioning to my colleague, Mr. Hansen,
about the lead time. I chaired the census in 1979 and 1930 and I
thought by becoming chairman in 1979, I had so much time. I said,
"Wow, we can really do a lot, you know, having it a full year
ahead," but here it is 1985 and the panic button is already being
pressed by those of us who are going to be overseeing the census of
1990.

I must tell you that I am glad that we are all in this together
because I think the census needs a lot of help and I think that we
have to give it to them really.

Mr. ANDERSON. Well, in response to your request, we are going to
be monitoring very closely on-site around the country and here in
Washington, sir, and give you real-time information.

Mr. GARCIA. We will be in Jersey City Saturday; we will be in
Tampa in a couple of weeks. There are some questions, Mr. Ander-
son and Ms. Chelimsky, that we would like to submit to you. I hope
you would get the response to us as quickly as possible.

We want to thank you very much for coming and sharing this
moment with us.

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. CHELIMSKY. Thank you, it was a pleasure.
[Whereupon, at 12.20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]
[The prepared statement and subsequent questions follow.]
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STATEUNT OF

WILLIAM J. ANDERSON

DIRECTOR, GENERAL GOVERNMENT DIVISION
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to participate today in this hearing on the

Census Bureau. I am accompanied by Ms. Eleanor Chelimsky and

Mr. Jack Kaufman. Ms. Chelimsky is director of GAO's Program

Evaluation and Methodology Division and Mr. Kaufman is responsi-

ble for supervising our audits at the Census Bureau. My com-

ments will focus on the Bureau's preparations for the 1990

decennial census. In addition, I will provide the status of our

work in assessing the evaluations of non-cash benefits for the

purpose of measuring income.

As a prologue to current preparations for the 1990 census,

I believe it is appropriate to briefly look back at the 1980

census. The 1980 census was by far the most expensive in

history, costing about $1.1 billion. Even when inflation and

increased population are considered, the cost of the 1980 census

was twice the cost of the prior census. Moreover, considerable

controversy surrounded the 1980 results. For example, about 50

law suits were filed by communities and groups contesting the

results. Some plaintiffs contended that the results should be

adjusted to compensate for census count errors. Many of these

cases have not yet been decided. Although the actual head

counts were reported on the date required by law, some critics

of the census focused on the lack of timeliness in reporting

some of the other census data results.

With this as a backdrop, we were encouraged to note the

Bureau's stated goals for the 1990 census are to include the
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following;

- -conducting the 1990 census without increasing the per

housing unit cost in 1980 dollars;

- -expediting the availability of the data to the users;

--maintaining a high rate of overall coverage and improving

the accuracy of small-area data while reducing the under-

count differential for population groups an geographical

areas; and

--striking an appropriate balance between the time it takes

respondents to complete the questionnaire and the need

for information by census data users.

We are also pleased that the Bureau plans to accelerate its

testing activities to achieve its stated goals. For example,

its first pretest is currently underway, about 1 year earlier

than for the 1980 census. This accelerated schedule means that

greater resource levels will be needed earlier in the census

cycle, with the hope that it will produce a more effective,

efficient, and economical census.

It remains to be seen whether the Bureau's goals will be

achieved. To date, considerably more funds have been committed

to the 1990 census than in a comparable period for the 1980

census. We also have some reservations and questions about the

use of some of the early funding and about whether the Bureau is

maximizing the opportunity and resources it now has. Thus far,

the Bureau intends to spend through fiscal year 1986 about $90

million. This is considerably more than the $8 million spent

through fiscal year 1976 for the 1980 census. The $90
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million figure excludes the costs associated with the geographic

support and data processing budget line items for fiscal years

1985 and 1986 totaling about $71 million.

We also have some questions about the Bureau'S timetable

for making decisions on the 1990 census. We are concerned that

the Bureau may not have allowed sufficient time to obtain the

most advantageous processing equipment for the 1990 census.

SHORTER "SHORT FORM"

QUESTIONNAIRE NEEDED

In Jersey City, New Jersey, the Bureau is testing the use

of a new two-stage process for administering questionnaires

using a long and short form. Por half of Jersey City, the

Bureau will send a short form--similar to the one used in

1980--to every household. At a later time, the Bureau will send

a long form to a one-in-five sample of this test group. Por the

other half of Jersey City, the Bureau will send a long form to

one-fifth of the households and, simultaneously, a short form to

the remaining households, similar to what was done in 1980.

Although we endorse the two-stage process using the short

and long forms, we have strong reservations about the size and

content of the short form used in the first stage. As ie

advocated in our May 5, 1976, report, Programs to Reduce the

Decennial Census Undercount (GGD-76-72) and in our June 26,

1984, testimony to the subcommittee, the short form should be

limited to just a few basic questions to obtain an accurate

population count.

we believe the short form should be simpler and contain

fewer questions than the one used in 1980 which contained a num-
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ber of household questions extraneous to the basic count. For

example, we believe that questions about plumbing facilities or

the value and rent of housing units increase the complexity of

the questionnaire and thus tend to discourage response. More-

over, with less information on the short form it could be pro-

cessed more quickly and thus allow more time for Bureau and

local officials to review the preliminary courts. In addition,

processing costs could be reduced.

The decision on the content and format of the questionnaire

also has an important influence on automation because of the

workload considerations and automation options available. With-

out a decision on the general specifications of the question-

naire, the Bureau cannot make valid cost comparisons between

feasible automation options. The Bureau's announced plans of

deciding on the questionnaire in 1986 or later does not allow

much opportunity to review automation options.

TIMELY AUTOMATION DECISIONS CRUCIAL

In the pretests, the Bureau is also evaluating some automa-

tion procedures and new technology, including procedures to

account for the questionnaires as received (check-in) and to

determine the completeness and consistency of the questionnaire

responses (editing). In its Tampa, Florida, pretest, the Bureau

is also testing a data-er.try technology different than that used

in the prior census. The questionnaire responses will be

entered into computer files using a commercial optical mark

reader. We are pleased to note the testing of the automated
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check-in and editing procedures, but have reservations about the

usefulness of the optical mark reader test.

According to Bureau specialists, the equipment being tested

has some known limitations in connection with census use. The

reading capability of the equipment Is basically dependent on

the use of Iced pencil marks. To help overcome this limitation,

the Bureau has supplied each prospective respondent with a num-

ber 2 pencil. As the mark reader also requires a special type

of paper and ink, the equipment manufacturer is providing the

paper and printing the questionnaires for the test. Because of

the stringent specifications needed for the paper, changes in

environmental conditions, particularly humidity, which can

affect the size of thu ,.aper, can significantly affect the mark

reader's capability. Commercial mark readers generally require

flat unfolded pages, usually 8-1/2 by 11 inches. To accommodate

this paper size constraint, the questionnaire for the Tampa pre-

test was physically reduced in size, thus reducing the per-page

space for the questions. In early tests of the equipment at the

Bureau's headquarters, Bureau technical personnel noted problems

such as incorrect readings when the questionnaire responses

(marks) were not precisely within the space provided or where

there were erasures.

We have recently observed the early pretest operations of

the optical reader in the Bureau's special processing location

in Jeffersonville, Indiana. In this test, we noted that after

the equipment was adjusted by the vendor's technical personnel

and the climatic conditions stabilized by regulating the humid-
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ity, the equipment performed very well. I might add that,

although not expected to do so, the equipment even read marks

made by colored pencils and ink pens.

In addition to having reservations about the optical mark

reader being used In the Tampa pretest, we have reservations

about the use of keying of the questionnaire responses in the

pretests. In the pretests, only the short form questionnaire

responses in the Tampa pretest will be read by the commercial

optical mars reader. All other data which the Bureau plans to

enter into its computer files will be keyed in. This appears to

be a step backwards in technology and we wonder about the

rationale and the purpose served. The Bureau's timetesLed

iethod of data entry using its unique FACT 80 system which

incorporated a film optical sensing device for input to

computers and automated camera technology certainly seems to

have been an advancement over keying for data entry. In fact,

the Census bureau and the Bureau of Standards jointly developed

the forerunner of the FACT 80 system in the 1950's because they

recognized that keying was too slow for the massive amounts of

data collected in a decennial census.

If the Bureau decides to enter data by keying in 1990,

Bureau experts have estimated that it would require as many as

14,000 machines. Moreover, the machine operators that would be

employed would be temporary employees. Recruiting competent

short-term staff has traditionally been a problem in a decennial

census, and recruiting the machine operators needed would

compound this problem.
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We understand that the Bureau will be testing other automa-

tion system proposals in its planned 1986 pretests. Based on

early planning, these systems, which feature a decentralized

mode of processing, have merit. However, we are very concerned

about the timetable for decidinc on the preferred automation

system for the 1990 census. We understand the Bureau will not

decide on a system until late 1986.

Historically, the Bureau and the Department of Commerce

have taken 4 to 5 years to MP automation equipment available

after its need was identifit. This period was required to

identify the needed equipment and develop specifications,

request and evaluate proposals, contract for and install the

hardware, develop and test software, and develop procedures and

train staff. On the basis of that experience, the Bureau needs

to start the acquisition and system development cycle no later

than the spring of 1986 if the new equipment is to be available

for the next census.

The vendor of the optical mark reader equipment currently

being used in the pretest has proposed that its equipment could

be tailored to the Bureau's unique requirements only if equip-

ment modifications can be made. Thus, In proposing the develop-

ment of a prototype, the vendor acknowledges that the optical

mark reader currently being tested would not satisfy census

requirements. This vendor believes that he can develop a census

suitable optical mark reader for 1987 testing if he is given a

research and development contract immediately. According to the

vendor, there is not a sufficient commercial demand for such
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equipment to justify the company's developmental work with its

own funds.

If the Bureau comitted itself to the vendor's propi.sal, 3

years would remain for the testing, fabrication, and installa-

tion of a sufficient number of readers for the actual census.

The requirement for a specific number of readers has not been

defined. One scenario calls for several hundred readers. How-

ever, the vendor in its 10-year manufacturing history has pro-

duced fewer than 100 of the readers being tested.

A representative of another prominent prospective vendor

advised that a decision in late 1986 would just about rule out

that company's involvement in the project because of his com-

pany's need for an 18 month prototype development period and a

several year period for production.

Thus by planning to decide on the automation approach in

late 1986, the Bureau will have backed itself into the position

of deploying some Corm of the current FACT 80 system. The

Bureau may now, in fact, be rapidly approaching the point where

it will have no other option. Moreover, if it does not soon

commit itself to begin to increase its inventory of cameras and

related equipment for the FACT 80 system, it may not even have

an adequate number of upgraded FACT 80 system equipment for

1990. Upgrading is necessary because some of the control

mechanisms of the FACT 80 equipment are no longer manufactured,

and consequently there would be no backup support in the event

of break downs. Additionally, without upgrading, the Bureau

would !Dreg., some opportunities available to it through advanced

technology.
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Should the Bureau decide to upgrade its FACT 80 system,

considerable work would be needed. For example, the Bureau cur-

rently has only about 30 of the 60 cameras used in the 1980

census. All current system proposals suggest the need for 60 to

120 cameras. Acquiting that additional number of unique equip-

ment through either in-house assembly or contractor fabrication

and upgrading the existing equipment will take several years.

Another important decision the Bureau needs to make in the

near future is the deployment of processing equipment. This

deployment has a major nfluence on the Bureau's field

organization and on the amount and type of equipment needed.

Hore importantly, the number of offices where the equipment will

be installed has tremendous influence on the overall cost of the

census.

EFFECTIVELY INCREAetNG AND EVALUATING CENSUS

COVERAGE QUESTIONABLE

Census coverage (compleLeness of count) which is the main

focus of the decennial census, can be divided into two

categories--obtaining the best count in the enumeration process

and developing an acceptable method of adjusting for a substan-

tiated error in the count. The Bureau spent many milliono of

dollars in the 1980 census on procedures specifically designed

to improve the overall coverage and particularly to reduce the

disproportionality of the historic undercount for the minority

population groups. Based on the Bureau's own estimates, cover-

age improvement programs are among the most costly and louest

yielding operations it conducts during a census. Bureau

analyses show that the overall coverage fur the census improved,

46-81% 0 AS- -5 , I
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but the disproportionality of the minority undercount, particu-

larly for blacks, did not improve.

The Bureau's efforts to evaluate the coverage so that the

error (difference between the census and the true population)

could be distributed throughout the Nation for the 1980 census

were not successful. Currently the Bureau believes that there

is no acceptable method for distributing the national level

undercount to subnational levels. Therefore the Bureau has

established a special staff with specific responsibility to

coordinate undercount measurement and adjustment research for

the 1990 census.

Because of problems experienced in the past with coverage

evaluation techniques, we are wary about the success of an

acceptable 1990 adjustment method unless there is a breakthrough

in the technology or methodology. With that in mind we made

several recommendations in our report, Procedures to Adjust 1980

Census Counts Nave Limitations (GGD-81-28, Dec. 24, 1980). Some

of these, such as requiring the Commerce Secretary to keep the

Congress apprised of his plans for making an adjustment, :were

incorporated in H.R. 5720 introduced in the last Congress by

this subcommittee's former chairperson. We believed then, as we

do now, that it was important for the Congress to be formally

apprised of the Bureau's plans for adjustment prior to the 1990

census

I will now discuss the progress our office has made in

assessing the evaluations of non-cash benefits for the purpose

of measuring income.
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QUANTIFYING NONCASH BENEFITS AFFECTS POVERTY INDICATOR

The poverty indicator reported by the Bureau of the Census

is used to determine eligibility and to allocate billions of

dollars for public assistance, thus affecting millions of

citizens. In addition, this index is used as one means of

assessing national welfare: that is, a rise in the proportion of

citizens living in poverty is interpreted as reason for concern,

a decline as evidence of progress. The current official poverty

indicator reflects only cash income. Recognizing the great

expansion of noncash benefits such as medical care, food, and

housing since 1965, a Congressional concern in 1980 prompted the

Bureau of the Census to develop methods of quantifying their

value. We have been asked by this subcommittee to examine these

methods of quantification and to identify for the Congress the

technical questions that need to be asked in order to learn more

about their accuracy and fairness.

We have just begun our technical work. Even at the

beginning, however, we have identified features of the proposed

indicators that could lead to distortions in the general

understanding of poverty in the United States. For example, the

poverty rate for the elderly is greatly affected, in valuing

noncash benefits, by the inclusion of medical care transfers.

Adding the market value of medical care to income in 1979 reduces

the number of elderly in poverty by 2.6 million in that year.

However, about 28 percent of all Medicare payments are accounted

for by services rendered to persons who die within a 12-month

period. Since the valuation method for Medicare assigns an

average benefit level to all program participants, the extensive
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and expensive services provided to those who are in the terminal

period of their lives are "credited" to the well-being of many

others, who may have received no actual services during that 12

month. This not only could exaggerate the real benefits received

but might also cause a change in the poverty status of some

participants without a corresponding increase in their services.

This concern and others are detailed in the technical appendix to

our testimony, and we would be happy to answer questions about

our initial observations.

In developing and demonstraP' Itethods for valuing noncash

benefits, the Bureau of e Censt .s been candid about their

strengths and their limluations. These methods, which are

currently being used by policy analysts, have not been

comprehensively examined by a group independent of the Bureau.

Our preliminary work reveals a number of areas where the

procedures that would be used foc each valuation technique that

has been proposed may be subject to technical errors, and these

may nave a considerable, distorting influence on the derivation

of poverty Indicators and rates. A large number of individuals

and families could be affected by the use of these calculations.

For policy analyses that address issues involving the valuation

of noncash benefits, the new methods are, at present, the best

available. However, GAO believes it would be prudent to suspend

mayor changes in policy, and decisions regarding eligibility and

the distribution of funds, until these methods have been

comprehensively examined.

This concludes my prepared statement, Hr. Chairman. We will

be happy to respond to any questions.
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Technical Appendix: Issues in Valuing Noncash Benefits

This appendix summarizes GAO's ongoing work in the area of

valuing noncash benefits. There are, of course, many possible

methods for quantifying these benefits. Our work focuses on the

issue of how these methods are constructed. We are not, however,

developing formulas for quantifying noncash benefits. Rather,

we are devising an evaluation methodology for assessing

approaches that have been developed by others.

In 1980 Congressional concern prompted tho Bureau of the

Census to develop a way of representing the value of noncash

benefits in its poverty indicators. In the past, these have not

been counted in eligibility determinations or in official reports

on poverty in the United States, although noncash benefits such

as food stamps, housing assistance, Medicare, and Medicaid made

up 30 percent of federal assistance to low income persons in

1982. Devising a fair way of valuing noncash assistance is

technically challenging. Any proposal is likely to be

controversial because of its different effects on different

groups of people: that )s, when we consider who gains and who

loses.

This subcommittee ::as asked GAO to develop a means of

objectively evaluating the technical adequacy and fairness of the

proposed valuation methods. We were also asked to consider, in

detail, the current valuation techniques being developed by the

Bureau of the Census. We are in an early phase of this work.

This is, therefore, a prelimiw,ry report on what have emerged as

important evaluative questions to be asked about proposed

valuation techniques.
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BACKGROUND ISSUES

The manner in which the value of noncash benefits is

represented depends heavily on the purposes for which the poverty

index is used and the way it is interpreted. The poverty index

is used for three major interdependent purposes. Each could

imply a different approach to quantifying noncash benefits.

First, some Federal programs (e.g., Maternal and Child Health

Services Block Grants and the Head Start program) use a

distribution formula based on the poverty index computed by the

Census Bureau. A second purpose is to base benefit eligibility

for families and individuals on this indicator of need. In

addition to its application in distributing billions of dollars,

a third purpose of the poverty index is to serve as a primary

measure of national welfare: increases in the proportions of our

citizens whose incomes fall below the poverty threshold are

typically taken as reasons for concern, and decreases in these

proportions are cited as evidence of improvement in the condition

of life. An evaluation methodology mast take into account these

different purposes. For example, if noncash benefits are

included in program eligibility determinations, the accuracy of

the benefit levels assigned to particular individuals may be more

important than when they are included as part of the distribution

formulae.

Thus far, efforts to quantify noncash benefits have been

made most extensively in the area of measuring national welfare,

where two persistent issues have arisen. First, while it is

clear tnat tie definition of income is expanded when it includes

noncash benefits, it is not clear which benefits should be
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included in the definition. Some analysts have argued that come

benefits (e.g., medical care) are not intended to close the

poverty gap but to provide services that are otherwise not

available. (Mier analysts have argued for accounting for all

forms of federal and nonfederal benefits, dollars and services

for the poor and the nonpoor. Tne broader the definition of

income -- whether it includes wages or cash assistance or the

value of in-kind transfers or all three -- the more the poverty

rate can be expected to decline.

The second issue concerns tne appropriateness of altering

the poverty threshold' it in-kind benefits are added to the

definition of income. That it is appropriate is advocated by

some analysts for two reasons: to ensure that the poverty

"threshold" corresponds to some 'real' poverty level and to avoid

definitional changes that would vitiate comparisons between one

year and another. Where to set the threshold is a question that

has been debated for at least two decades. A more recent

question is: what changes in the threshold should be made if

noncash benefits are included in the definition of income? We do

not expect to resolve these questions in our work. Rather, we

hope to address two problems that pertain to all methods of

measuring poverty: First, What conceptual, procedural, or

statistical aspects of the methods distort the estimates of

poverty that are derived from them? Second, If there are factors

'In 1983 the proverty threshold for a family of four was
510,178.
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that distort the estimates, how big is their influence on the

poverty rate?

COMMON VALUATION METHODS

Acknowledging that there is no generally agreed upon way of

quantifying the cash value of noncash benefits, the Bureau of the

Census has developed thkee alternative methods spelling out the

theoretical foundations. They are referred to as the "market

value", 'recipient value" and "poverty budget share" methods.

The Bureau of the Census also demonstrated how these methods

could iJe used to re-estimate the poverty rate using existing data

on program participation, income, and program costs from various

sources. Only selected assistance areas (i.e., housing, food,

and health care) were included in these demonstrations.

In theory, the three methods differ in that they use

different concepts of how federal assistance can be valued. The

market value method considers the value of noncash benefits to be

equal in cash to the private market purchasing power that would

be needed to buy the same goods and services that are consumed.

The recipient value method employs the concept of the

beneficiary's own valuation of benefits: the equivalent of a

noncash benefit is the cash the individual would trade for it.

Under various conditions, the recipient value method will produce

lower cash values than the market value method. The third

method, the poverty budget share method, limits benefit values to

the observed consumption levels of people near the poverty lin*.

In its original work, the Bureau of the Census used all

three conceptual schemes to derive benefit levels for each of the
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three assistance areas--food, housing and medical care.

Depending on which method is used and which noncash benefits are

included in the definitiin of income (e.g., money income alone;

money income + housing + foods money income + housing + food +

medical care), the overall poverty rate in 1979 falls from a rate

of 11.1 percent (considering money income only) to as low as 6.4

percent (using the market value for food, medical and housing

benefits). That is, the poverty rate declines by as much as 42.3

percent when the market value of noncash benefits is considered.

When the poverty buaget share and recipient value methods are

used, the poverty rate declines 20.1 and 26.7 percent,

respectively. What are the relevant questions that should be

asked about these methods and the different results they produce?

ILLUSTRATIVE EVALUATION QUESTIONS

The list of technical issues about the adequacy of these

valuation methods can be classified into three general evaluative

questions:

--Row valid are the methods? That is, do they accurately

measure what they are intended to measure?

--Do the assigned benefit values derived by each method

meaningfully represent the diverse circumstances of indi-

viduals.?

--What are the known technical problems in acquiring the in-

formation needed in order to use each method?

One way of thinking about these questions is in terms of how

well the valuation technique corresponds to the actual benefit

levels individuals receive.

II 7
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To establish this correspondence, two questions can be raised.

First, we might ask, are the valuation methods faithfully repre-

sented by the computational procedures that are employed?

Second, Do the computational procedures reasonably approximate

the level of benefits received by individuals? In what follows,

we describe a number of problems that can arise when there is a

lack of correspondence at the conceptual, procedural, and

statistical levels.

Question 1: How valid are the methods?

It is not uncommon to find that computations do not corre-

spond very well to the conceptual definition of poverty on which

they are based. One reason for this is the any constraints,

such as the costs and availability of information, that are en-

countered in making the computations. For example, the recipient

value method is intended to assess the beneficiaries' own valua-

tion of a benefit--that 't, its utility. Utility is difficult to

establish, particularly 1.4 4 national survey. Acknowledging this

difficulty, the Bureau of the Census has substituted a simpler

method for establishing utility--the identification of normal ex-

penditures at different income levels. This procedure is there-

fore only an approximation to the theoretical notion underlying

the recipient value method, which means that the computation may

misrepresent the notioL of an individual's utility function. In

addition, this procedure for establishing utility may be subject

to a variety of technical shortcomings. In particular, since the

normal expenditure levels that are used to estimate the value of

the benefit are derived from individuals who do not receive
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the benefit but have incomes similar to the income of those who

do, these individuals are likely to be in different circumstances

from those who receive the benefit. This noncomparability means

that the values that are used may be biased--that is, the values

may be larger or smaller than the true recipient value. Whether

this bias is present and, if it is, how much it distorts the re-

sulting poverty rate has not been rigorously examined. Yet this

problem is extremely important in evaluating the validity of the

recipient value method. If this method is to be justified as

valuing noncash benefits in terms of what individuals believe

they are worth, it is essential to demonstrate that the actual

procedures faithfully represent their perspectives.

Question 2: Do the assigned values represent diverse

circumstances?

The computational procedures used to assign values to each

of several noncash benefits may obscure some important distinc-

tions between categories of individuals. For example, in a valu-

ation of medical benefits, the individival is the basic unit Of

analysis. In computing these benefits, the average costs within

each state for individuals in four risk categories are applied to

the family composition as reported in the Current Population Sur-

vey. When some very high medical costs are averaged with many

low costs, tnis tends to produce a higher market value of the

medical benefit tnan actually received for those individuals with

no or low medical expenditures. Depending upon the actual dis-

tribution of experditures, averaging across individuals who have

nigh and low consumption patterns may seem to remove some
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households from poverty although they might not have received any

medical assistance at all.

If the value of medical care transfers is to be quantified,

it is important to portray accurately the levels of benefits that

individuals actually receive. To do this, alternative procedures

may b..., necessary. For example, it is possible to employ alterna-

tive summary values rather than using average benefits, which are

influenced by the presence of high medical expenditures. In

particular, the median benefit level might be useful. This value

-- the point that divides a distribution of values into two equal

halves -- is not as sensitive to the presence of high medical

expenditures as is the calculation of an average.

Other, more technical computational procedures (such as

weighting and clustering individuals according to consumption

patterns) could also represent more faithfully the distribution

of medical assistance as it is provided. The potential impor-

tance of alternative procedures is demonstrated in the accompany-

ing table. The numbers in the table are hypothetical and have

been summed to illustrate how considering the distribution of

actual expenses tper family) instead of averages influences the

poverty indicator.

In this strop', example, 50 families have incomes below the

poverty level, established for the example at $12,000. The

average medical benefit is $3000. When it is added to each

family's income, 16 families or 36 percent are still below the

poverty line. However, when each family's actual medical benefit

is added to its income, 45 families or 90 percent remain below
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Simulated Distribution of Family Income and
Medical Benefit Valuation

Family Family
Income Income

Family Actual Average Pius Actual average
Family annual medical medical medical Poverty medical
number income benefit benefit benefit level benefit
1 0 S3,000 $11,000 $12,000 TIT:TINY'
2 9,100 52,000 11,100 12,100.
3 8,400 2,500 10,900 11,400
4 8,600 800 9,400 11,600
S 10,000 0 10,000 13,000.
6 6,400 4,000 10,400 9,400
7 7,500 400 7,900 10,500
8 9,800 0 9,800 12,800'
9 9,200 600 9,800 12,200'

10 11,700 900 12,600' 14,700'
11 9,300 0 9,300 12,300.
12 8,900 SOO 9,400 11,900
13 10,500 100,000 110,500' 13,500
14 11,000 100 11,100 14,000'
15 9,200 0 9,200 12,200'
16 7,900 400 8,300 10,900
17 11,100 0 )1,100 14,100'
18 9,900 300 10,200 12,900'
19 10,100 3,000 13,100' 13,100'
20 10,000 200 10,200 13,000'
21 9,600 2,000 11,600 12,600'
22 9,400 200 9,600 12,400'
23 8,900 0 8,900 11,400
24 10,400 100 10,500 13,400'
24 11,000 3,500 14,500' 14,000'
26 9,100 2,500 11,600 12,100
27 10,600 800 11,400 13,600'
28 9,100 0 9,100 12,100
29 8,500 800 9.300 11,500
30 6,900 1,800 8,700 9,900
31 9,700 1,000 10,700 12,700'
32 10,600 0 10,600 13,600'
33 8,800 600 9,400 11,800
34 8,100 40D 8,500 11,100
35 10,300 0 10,300 13,300'
36 7,800 2,000 9,800 10,800
37 9,400 1,000 10,400 12,400
38 7,800 100 7,900 10,800
39 11,000 0 11,000 14,000'
40 10,300 700 11,000 13,300'41 9,300 0 9,300 12,300'
42 8,100 800 8,900 11,100
43 8,900 2,200 11,100 11,900
44 10,200 500 10,700 13,20045 9,200 400 9,600 12,200'
46 7,800 3,000 10,800 10,80047 11,400 500 11,900 14,400'
48 10,900 0 10,900 13,400
49 7,800 4,000 11,600 10,600
50 8,300 4,400 13,700' 11,300

Summary, below poverty line 45/50 -90% 18/S0.361
'From below to above the poverty line.
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the poverty line. Comparing those two methods, we see that 27

more families would be puShed above the poverty line if the

average medical benefit is applied, but 12 of these families

would not have received any medical benefit* et all. In our

example, the median medical benefit is $500. If we substitute

the median for the average, adding the median to each family's

income, 49 families or 98 percent would be classified we in

poverty, which differs very little from the figures that are

derived by using money income alone for classifying poverty.

Regardless of which procedure is used -- the distribution of

actual values or the median benefit level -- we see that using

alternatives to averages can make a substantial difference in

the clanzification of individuals in or out of poverty.

A striking example of how different circumstances can

influence the value of medical benefits can ba illustrated by

examining Medicare expenditures. About 28 percent of total

Medicare costs are incurred during the 12 months preceding

death. Applying the market value method to derive a benefit

level, without taking into account the inherent differences

between the could ascribe a greater market value to these

benefits than is warranted.

The Bureau of the Census has recognized this general

problem of the qualitative difference in various circumstances in

the area of benefits for institutionalized versus noninstitu-

tionalized persons. The Bureau calculates the cash value of

health benefits separately, alternatively including and excluding

the costs of institutionalized care which explicitly include

food, housing, and custodial services.
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This calculation method appears to be -.und practice, b..t other

similar differences in circumstances also need to be considered.

question 11 What are the known technical problems in acquiring

the information needed in order to use each method?

In its yearly estimate of the official poverty the

Bureau Of the CensuS conduces, in March, the large -sc..e current

Population Survey. In this survey, the Bureau inter ws a

nationally representative sample of about 0,000 houseaolds to

'determine their characteristics, income level, and program

participation. As with any survey, a variety of technical

problems can threaten its accuracy. For example, since the

survey results are based on a sample of households, it is

possible that the results may not reflect the actual state of

affairs because of the variability of those who are included in

the sample - -known as Isampling error.' The potential discrepancy

between the sample and the entire population depends on the size

of the sample: as the sample size grows, the sampling error

shrinks.

For the Current Population Survey, the sample size is

adequate for obtaining a precise indication of the national

poverty rate, but it is too small and imprecise for estimating

poverty rates in a region or a state. Nevertheless, state

medical costs are imputed for valuing health benefits. The

influence of mixing these two sources of data has not been

formally examined. In order to obtain precise estimates of

poverty at the state le.,e1, the sample size for the Current
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Population Survey would have to be increased substantially (as

would its operating budget).

A second class of factors beyond sampling error influences

the overall quality of information derived from surveys. These

factors are referred to collectively as *nonsampling errors" and

include interviewing irregularities, bias inherent in respondents'

answers for example, an unwillingness to disclose income levels),

failure to carry out the sampling plan (for example, inadvertently

failing to list specific households), and the inappropriateness of

the sampling plan (for example, the undercount problem). Many of

these factors have been assessed by the Bureau of the Census.

Here we provide one simple illustration of the problems they

generate for estimating the poverty rate.

It is well known that some individuals do not answer

interview questions about income in the Current population

Survey. Further, the instances of not responding have increased

over the past decades. The Bureau attempts to adjust for the

influence of nonresponse by estimating the value, ...sed on the

responses of the individuals who do respond. The adequacy of this

adjustment depends on how well the estimate approximates the

actual income level of those who do respond. In order to find

this out, Census has conducted a series of investigations that

link estimated values with IRS records. The results suggest that

for Some income groups, in particular part-time and part-year

employees, the method of accommodating nonresponse is not

adequate. For example, to the extent that low-income persons are

mare likely to work part-time, more error is introduced into

Current Population Survey data from them.
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These and other sources of error create uncertainty about

the merit of how poverty is estimated. Important questions that

need further examination include the extent to which these

individual sources of error influence the poverty rate, whether

they compensate for one another (that is, whether one source of

error Increases the poverty rate and a different source reduces

it), and their cumulative effect.

FUTURE WORK

During the next 6 to 9 months, we plan to refine the

questions that should be considered in evaluating valuation

techniques for quantifying noncash benefits. This work will also

focus on determining the applicability of our evaluation

methodology to new methods of quantifying noncash benefits.

Further, we will attempt to determine, through information

synthesis, reanalysis, and simulations, the relative importance

of the evaluative questions to the valuation techniques proposed

by the Bureau of the Census. The importance of each aspect of

the methodology as it applies to the three purposes of the

poverty indicator -- distributing benefits, determining

eligibility for the, and counting the poor order to measure

national welfare-- will also be examined and highlighted.

OBSERVATIONS

In developing and demonstrating methods for valuing noncash

benefits, the Bureau of the Census has been candid about the

limitations as well as the strengths of these methods.

Nevertheless, the methods are currently being used by policy

analysts, even though they have not been comprehensively examined
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by a group independent of their developers. In response to the

Congressional request, our preliminary work reveals that there

are a number of areas where the procedures used for each

valuation technique may be subject to technical errors and that

these may have a considerable, distorting influence on poverty

indicators and rates. It is important to identify these errors

because a large number of individuals and families could be

affected by the results of these calculations. For policy

analyses, these methods, at present, are the best available for

addressing issues involving the valuation of :±oneash benefits.

However, GAO believes that before major changes in policy are

made and before decisions are made regarding eligibility and the

distribution of funds, it would be prudent to examine these

methods comprehensively.
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RESPONSES TO FOLLOWUP QUESTIONS

APRIL 18, 1985 HEARING BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE. ON CENSUS AND POPULATION

COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE

Q. 1. Out of all the studies GAO has done to evaluate the 1990
Decennial census, in short, would you say that Census
Bureau is on target with its plans to carry out the 1990
Census in a cost - effective manner?

A. We believe that the Bureau's decision dates for automation

and the questionnaire to be used for the 1990 Census are too

late for the most effective and least costly census. Making

the basic decisions on these matters in late 1986 and

thereafter may result in hasty subsequent implementation

actions which could impair the conduct of an effective and

economical census.

Q. 2. What are ',he ways in which the Bureau can expedite its
decisionmaking process, especially decisions on
processing equipment, so that the 1990 Census would be
carried out in a cost-effective manner?

A. One way to expedite the decision on processing equipment is

to test euipment in the immediate future and not wait until

the Spring of 1986 when the next full pretest is scheduled.

We believe that a formal pretest is not necessary to test

potential census processing equipment. The key is that the

equipment decision must be made early enough to enable the

prospective vendors to adapt their equipment to census needs

or, if the Bureau decides to use its FACT 80 equipment in

1990, to enable the Bureau to modify and upgrade this

equipment.

Q. 3. It is my understanding that several years ago, GAO
submitted to this subcommittee a report stating that
they estimated the 1990 Decennial Census would cost 4
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billion dollars. We are in 1985, do you still feel that
4 billion dollars is a realistic figure?

A. The $4 billion estimate was predicated on a double digit

inflation rate that the country had experienced between 1971

to 1980. If the much lower rate of inflation that the

country has experienced In the past few years continues, the

Bureau should be able, all other factors remaining somewhat

similar to the 1980 Census, to conduct the 1990 Census for

under $4 billion. How much lower will depend on the

Buceau's successful use of advanced technology, question-

naire simplification, the labor conditions, and the nation's

receptiveness to a census in 1990.

O. 4. Since the Bureau maintains that they must consider the
reliability and availability of equipment for computer
use, do you feel this would be justification for the
delay in setting up a full computer operation or do you
still feel that a delay in putting the census under full
automation may be detrimental to a successful 1990
Census?

A. We believe the Bureau is right in taking the position that

it must be assured of the availability of reliable equipment

for a decennial census. There is no time for a redo. On

the otherhand, there is equipment currently available which

should satisfy most of the Bureau's automation needs. The

Bureau has to make a decision rather quickly which kind of

automation equipment it will use. It has to identify the

basic technology and modify the equipment to its unique

requirements, and it has to decide on the specific equipment

configuration and deployment. It cannot hope for a major

breakthrough in technology at this point in the planning

cycle for the 1990 Census.

Q. 5. Is it yoir opinion that the Census Bureau may not have
adequate .ime to come on line with their automation if
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they wait until 1986 to make a decision. How would you
resolve this problem?

A. The Bureau has opted not to decide upon its data entry tech-

nology until September 1986. Apparently this decision is

predicated on its desire to fully evaluate the data process-

inq results of the 1985 and 1986 pretests. We believe that

the September 1986 date will not allow sufficient time to do

all the tnings necessary to ensure a smooth running, auto-

mated operation for the 1990 Census. Our position is based

on our review of past automation installation at the Census

Bureau and the Department of Commerce. We found that it has

taken 4 to 5 years to fully implement automation equipment

after its need was identified. This period was required for

such activities as developing specifications requesting and

evaluating proposals, contracting for and installing hard-

ware, developing and testing software, developing procedures

and training staff. On the basis of that experience, the

Bureau needs GO start the acquisition and system development

cycle ho later than the Spring of 1966.

At this point, a couple of options are available to sake

up for lost time. Tne Bureau could evaluate prospective

equipment by employing it in a mock census test prior to the

1986 pretest. A full pretest is not necessary to test the

equipment. Another option for the Bureau is to proceed with

modification work and some fabrication of FACT 80 system

equipment. This would not entail a major investment.

Considering the risk of not having a complete processing sys-

tem if the Bureau waits too long in its evaluations of other

proposed equipment, the investment warrants serious consid-

eration.

Q. 6. In your opinion does the technology exist presently to
make an adequate decision regarding the type of
automation the Census Bursar should be using? If you
have recommendation, have yo.. presented it to the Census
Bureau?

2
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A. Both the Bureau's FACT 00 system, with modification or some

form of optical mark reading system are viable options for

the 1990 census data entry process. Testing these options,

defining the particular system, and deciding on the specific

configuration and deployment should be accomplished within

the next year. We are opposed to data keying for the entry

of the basic questionnaire information. Entering the data

by keying is one of the options that the Bureau is currently

considering. In this regard we have formally expressed our

opposition to data keying in our testimony presented to the

subcommittee on April 18, 1985.

Q. 7. Do you fe21 that the controversy over the 1985 pretest
situation in New Jersey will be indicative of problems
the Bureau will encounter with the 1990 questionnaire
form?

In your opinion, do you believe it would be in the best
interest of the Census Bureau to have a more simplified
questionnaire and still obtain the desired information
upon which to base a population count?

A. Jersey City is representative of many inner city areas in

which the Bureau has historically had difficulties in

obtaining good mail response rates. Also for these types of

areas, the Bureau has experienced undercounts. For these

reasons and tthers, GAO has aavocated a simplified question-

naire with the primary purpose of collecting population

data.

Q. 8. As you know, undercount has been a problem that we had
to face in recent decennial census, do you feel that the
Bureau's outreach program ono aavertising eampaign that
they anticipate using in the 1990 Decennial Census will
produce a minimum undercount?
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A. We believe the Bureau's advertising campaign for the 1980

Census was well done, and since it was performed through the

Advertising Council, it was conducted at a minimal cost. We

understand that the Bureau plans to use the same approach

for the 198U Census. The outreach activity is a contribut-

ing feature to the census promotion program. If well man-

aged and directed, outreach can contribute to a good popula-

tion coverage. The Bureau has started its outreach program

at least one year earlier for the 1990 Census than for the

1980 Census.

A good promotion program is very helpful in producing a

good count. Other factors also have a bearing on the cover-

age, some such as respect for the establishment and patriot-

ism at the time of the census, cannot be controlled by the

Census Bureau. The e. tent to which the promotion campaign

can overcome negative establishment or patriotism attitudes

can go a long way in reducing the undercount.
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QUESTIONS FOR GAO ON NONCAsH BENEFITS

1. How adequate a vehicle will the Bureau's conference be in

addressing the issue of evaluating noncash benefits in the

measurement of income, especially considering the possible

ramifications on the poverty statistics?

GAO'S RESPONSE TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTION

Assessing the adequacy of the canferenc.! proposed by the

Bureau rho' census depends on:

1. The Bureau's goals or purposes for holding the

conference;

2. The contest, format and structure of the conference;

mnd

3. The extent to which other assessment activities have

been scheduled or are underway for examining the

strengths and limitations of methods for quantifying

noncash benefits.

The Proposed Conference

Purpose. The Bureau of the Census has proposed a confer-

ence, spanning one full and two partial days, to be held some-

time later this year. The stated porpose of the conference is

t4 °ring individuals together to explore with the Census Bureau

ways to measure the receipt and value of noncash benefits.

Attendees are to be representative of persons with technical and

nontechnical expertise in the collection, dissemination and

interpretation of income and poverty statistics.
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Content. The tentative outline suggests that four topics

will be explored. They are (1) the statistical definition of

income (primarily focused on determining which noncash benefits

should be included in the definition), (2) conceptual and prac-

tical problems associated with the current methods of quantify-

ing noncash benefits, (3) the statistical comparability of

alternative methodologies fot determining the receipt and value

of noncash benefits, and (4) the use of poverty statistics in

federal laws. One invited oaper and two discussants are

proposed for each topical area.

Format and structure. Following an evening introductory

session, papers on the first three topics will be presented in

one session (the morning of "Day 2"). Concurrent group discus-

sions on each topic will be held that afternoon and an open

discussion is scheduled for the evening. The fourth topic is to

be presented and discussed the fcW.owing morning ("Day 3").

Thus, five sessions are planned to address the four topics. If

we assume that each of the scheduled sessions is about three

hours in length, roughly IS hours will oe devoted to there four

complex topic areas, an average of about four hours per topic

area.

Other assessment plans. We are not aware of what other

plans, beyond this conference, the Bureau of the Census may have

for examining their methods for quantifying noncash benefits.

However, if no other assessment Strategies are initiated or
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ongoing, it is clear that the conference's adequacy as a means

of understanding the conceptual, practical and political issues

Associated with quantifying the recipiency and value of noncash

benefits takes on enhanced importance.

Comments on The Conference Plana

This conference has been in the planning stage for some

time. We believe it is important that it be held as soon as is

feasible. For reasons outlined below, we also believe some

follow-up will be needed. Conferences are a useful activity for

disseminating information, exchanging ideas, and drawing

together diverse groups of individuals with common interests.

The format, structure and content of the proposed conference

seem sound for these purposes, but limited as a complete

assessment for reasons that follow.

Time allocations. The topical areas proposed by the Bureau

are technical in nature and we question how much information can

be transmitted and critically discussed within the allocated

time. Three papers, along with the remarks of as many as six

discussants (two for each paper), are to be presented in a

single session. If eaca discussant is permitted ten minutes and

the audience is allowed 10 minutes for questions, the speaker

would have about thirty minutes to summarize his/her presenta-

tion. We suspect this format would yield a superficial treat-

ment of the 1: Ales within each topical area.
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Partial participation or exposure. While three concurrent

group discussions are scheduled after these presentations, each

attendee can participate in only one of these discussions. Many

of the issues associated with each of the topical areas overlap,

to some degree, with issues in other topical areas. However,

other issues are unique to the particular topic and some issues

are conditional on questions raised in other topical areas.

Thus the insights that can be presented by the attendees cannot

be as full as if they had had an opportunity to comment on all

papers.

Representation of views. In the outline for the confer-

ence, it appears that Cour individuals will be invited to

present papers and as many as eight discussants will be chosen.

It is unclear how these selections will be made, but even with

12 participants, it will be difficult to get a wide enough array

of perspectives on each topic. In follow-up, it may be possible

to solicit additional papers from interested parties. To ensure

that papers meet the Bureau of the Census standards for quality,

guidelines could be specified and a selection panel could be

formed. This format would provide a way of encouraging other

researchers and methodologists, who are independent of the

Bureau of the Census, to present their views, evidence, and

alternative conceptualizations.

Depth of coverage. The discussants are central to the

presentations. While we are quite sure that the Bureau of the

Census will invite the most qualified individuals they can find
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to prepare papers on the major topical areas, to ensure that a

balanced perspective is attained, one that is technically sound

and covers the salient issues, discussants should be chosen

carefully. A panel of outside reviewers could also serve as a

pre-conference quality assurance mechanism.

Representativeness of attendees. The Bureau appears to be

making serious efforts to ensure the representativeness of

attendees and this is important since the failure to include

important disciplines and stakeholders could jeopardize the

credibility of the conference. Rut the universe of individuals

who may be seriously interested in the topics of this conference

is difficult to enumerate. Rather than limiting attendance to

the invitation list, it may be sensible to consider publicizing

the conference as open to all interested parties. This would

free the Bureau of the Census of the burden of ensuring balanced

representation of all perspectives. If this is not feasible due

to limits on space, a follow-up open meeting might be

considered.

Content of the proposed agenda. It is probably nut

possible on one agenda to ',nclude all relevant topics. As a

follow up, soliciting views of individuals or groups from

various perspectives could help identify these omitted topics.

For example, one such topic might be the use of statistics in

planning and targeting government programs. An alternative

might be opening up the conference planning activities (e.g.,
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having the agenda reviewed by individuals outside the Bureau of

the Census) or scheduling an "extra-topics" session may avoid

prematurely attenuating the range of discussion.

Dissemination. Preparing and disseminating proceedings of

the conference is a very good idea. Of course, the dtility of

the proceedings depends on what is included. Since a major

purpose of the conference is to obtain input from individuals

outside the Bureau, including the summary reports derived from

the concurrent sessions may serve as a way to get the issues

that are raised "on-the-record". To ensure that all sides are

represented, divergent views of others could be incorporated as

part of a "minority opinion". Another option which could serve

as a record of the issues and concerns raised by attendees cou1.1

be to make arrangements to obtain transcripts of the

discussions. These could be analyzed at a later date as a means

of capturing the diversity of ideas that are generated.

The Need For Additional Assessment Strategies

We believe that the conference will serve as a valuable

forum for identifying the possible areas of concern. If

adequate progress is to be made toward sorting out real from

potential problems, however, follow-up activities may need to be

considered. Perhaps it would be possible to cresLe incentives

to engage researchers and outside methodologists in assessing

the influence of problems that are identified at the

conference.
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Our principal concern is that some complex technical issues

may not be resolved without conducting additional empirical

investigations. Further, the use of statistical procedures

entails making numerous assumptions about the issues (e.g., the

income concept) under consideration and the methodologies that

are used. It is unlikely that one group of researchers possess

the necessary resources to conduct a comprehensive assessment.

Decentralizing this responsibility by engaging multiple,

independent research groups is one approach that has gained

considerable support from the research and evaluation

communities.

Sumiata

In sum, having considered the conference outlined by the

Bureau of the Census, we believe that conferences can raise

questions more successfully than answer them, so expectations

should be realistic. In order to adequately address the issues

of poverty measurement and the valuation of noncash benefits, a

more technical assessment and a more open approach are needed

with respect to the conference itself and the follow-up

activities.
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